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A1 and C1

available early

2021

New
All

LEVELS
available

Removes the time,
stress and risk of
human error involved
in creating,
administering and
marking tests…

Introducing the
Pearson English
Level Test

3-SKILL
AND
4-SKILL
TESTING
AVAILABLE

This fast, effective test gives the
information you need to stream
your new students and target
your teaching straight away.

Fast

Easy to use

Cost-Effective

AI-Backed

Click on the cover of the book or product that you are interested in and have a look at
a digital sample and more product information.

FOR
INSTITUTIONAL

TESTING
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Pearson English Portal (PEP)
The Pearson English Portal provides a single point
of access for all your online and offline teaching
and learning resources.
With easy access to a variety of digital resources, the
portal encourages engagement, aids teaching, enhances
the learning experience, and improves outcomes.
 english.com/portal

Rigorous
pedagogy

Safe and
reliable

Thoroughly researched and rigorously
constructed courses deliver excellence in
learning and teaching.

Robust hosting in the cloud ensures the safest,

Ease
of use
Access to online and offline resources in one
place provides a seamless teacher and learner
experience, helping you to manage your
classroom with ease.

Improved
learner
outcomes

most secure and reliable service.

Added
value
Added features, such as a presentation tool,
gradebook, and lesson flow, enable better
teaching and improved information for
teachers and parents.

Pearson Practice English App
Our mobile app gives learners a world
of English learning on the go. Easy
access to resources and activities
allows students to learn and practice
anytime, anywhere.
• Focus your learning on what you need from a
single lesson to an entire unit.

A wide range of digital resources encourages
practice in and out of the classroom, and
enhances the learning experience and
learner outcomes.

• Take advantage of any moment for practice
activities, and to watch and listen to audio
and video.
• Download activities and resources for access
when you’re offline.
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How can the
Global Scale of English
help you?

www.english.com/gsetoolkit
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Take the guesswork out
of student progress
The Global Scale of English (GSE) is the first truly global
English language standard, allowing teachers to measure
learner progress more accurately and more easily.
Based on research involving over 6000 teachers from
more than 50 countries, it extends the Can Do statements
of the Common European Framework of Reference
(CEFR) to support teachers of different learner profiles:
Adults learning General English, Academic English and
Professional English and Young Learners.
The numerical scale from 10 to 90 enables teachers and
learners to understand more about language proficiency
within a CEFR level.
The GSE helps learners answer these key questions:

New for 2020
We’ve made it even simpler to
find the right learner resources.
Alongside learning objectives in the GSE
Teacher Toolkit, check out the most
appropriate course, graded Reader,
dictionary and grammar related to your
specific search.
Simply add the resources you are interested
in to your Wishlist and send this to your local
sales office to receive more information and
request samples.
Find out more:
english.com/gsetoolkit

• How good is my English?
• Am I progressing?
• What do I need to do next?
In this catalogue, you can see the GSE and CEFR levels
for each course, and learn more about how the GSE
underpins everything we do.

Save time on planning,
gain time for teaching
The Global Scale of English Teacher Toolkit is a free,
online database that brings together learning objectives,
grammar and vocabulary in one place, all mapped to the
GSE and CEFR.
To find the most relevant content, begin by choosing the
type of student and type of English you’re interested in
and then use the GSE/CEFR slider to select the right level.
The toolkit’s functionality makes it quick and easy to
search for the most level-appropriate content to support
your lessons or use to adapt your curriculum to meet the
needs of your students.
The GSE Teacher Toolkit illustrates what needs to
be mastered within a CEFR level, helping to take the
guesswork out of student progress. All of which makes it
easier for you to identify gaps, measure student progress,
provide meaningful feedback and pinpoint areas of focus.
Since the GSE Teacher Toolkit contains the entire GSE
framework, institutions and ministries of education
can use this content to support the development of
curriculum.

When you’re faced with the challenge of
having multiple levels of students in one
classroom, having the Global Scale of English
is a really nice rubric for us as teachers to
check and assess if we’re covering everything
needed for that level, making sure we don’t
leave anything out.
Elizabeth MacDonald,
Adjunct Instructor, ESL,
Sacred Heart University, Connecticut
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Level Key
Starter

Level 1

Level 2

CEFR

>A1

Level 3

A1

Level 4

A2

A2+

Level 5

B1

B1+

Level 6

Level 7

B2 B2+ C1

Level 8

C2

P.

Business Partner* New Levels

10

Market Leader 3rd Edition
Extra*

13

Market Leader Specialist
Titles

14

Market Leader – Essential
Business Grammar & Usage

14

Intelligent Business

15

English for International
Tourism

16

Vocational English

16

Technical English

17

Lifestyle

17
This is an approximation of the CEFR range per level for our products.
*You can find specific GSE level information for this product on the relevant product page.
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Business &
Vocational

COU

Business Partner

R S E BO
FROM

30,90

Your Employability Trainer

OK

Feature | Business Par tner
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EURO

Learners need new skills for the
global workplace
Business Partner prepares the next generation of global
professionals to communicate with a range of different
English speakers in international contexts.
The authentic content from the Financial Times brings real-life into the
classroom. The innovative communicative and business skills syllabus gives
aspiring global professionals the running start they need to succeed in the
workplace.
The modular approach brings the flexibility to give each student the practical
training they need to bridge the gap between the classroom and the world of
work. The innovative video-based training program helps build communication
skills, such as active listening and influencing, providing the tools for success in
today’s global workplace.
Business Partner DACH edition – a version created especially for Germany,
Austria, Switzerland and Liechtenstein!

Business Partner is aligned to the Global Scale of English
10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

C1

C2

C1
B2+
B2
B1+
B1
A2+
A2
A1

<A1

CEFR

A1

A2 A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

Learn more about the Global Scale of English at english.com/gse

Components and ISBNs
British English

A1

A2

A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

C1

Coursebook w/ digital resources

9783868948172

9783868948158

9783868948110

9783868948073

9783868948059

9783868948097

9783868948134

9783868948196

Coursebook w/ MyEnglishLab

9783868948189

9783868948165

9783868948127

9783868948080

9783868948066

9783868948103

9783868948141

9783868948202

Workbook

9781292190846

9781292190938

9781292191027

9781292191119

9781292191201

9781292191294

9781292191386

9781292191478

Teacher's Book w/ MyEnglishLab

9783868948271

9783868948264

9783868948240

9783868948226

9783868948219

9783868948233

9783868948257

9783868948288

Digital Checklist
Presentation
tool

Gradebook

Online practice
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8

A1
C1

LEVELS

The benefits of
teaching people skills
Anyone who’s ever taught a business English
class knows that their students are busy people.
This means we have to make the most of the
time we have with our learners and focus on
what they really need.
Teachers often concentrate on teaching hard skills, such as
writing reports or running meetings. We do this because it can be
challenging for many business students to do these things in English
and also because hard skills have an immediate and positive impact
on their workdays.
But, if there’s one thing that business students can benefit from,
it’s soft skills. Soft skills are interpersonal or people skills. They
include things like active listening, teamwork, decision-making, and
influencing skills. Mastering these skills will help students progress
more rapidly and become more independent learners. However,
isolating the specific vocabulary or grammar structures that these
skills use is complex and they often get overlooked in language
learning classes as a result.
In Business Partner the third lesson in each unit is dedicated to
communication skills, introducing students to the soft skills that
are needed to function in international teams and across different
cultures. It includes an innovative video-based training program that
addresses communication issues, styles, and behaviors, presenting
alternative outcomes and discussions on the situations covered.
Read more articles like this on our blog
english.com/blog

22
84

 argaret O’Keeffe,
M
Iwonna Dubicka,
Lewis Lansford,
Marjorie Rosenberg,
Lizzie Wright,
Bob Dignen,
Mike Hogan,
Evan Frendo,
Ros Wright

REMOTE
TEACHING

CAPABILITIES

Choose if you want to:
Cover real business issues
with authentic video and
Financial Times content
 uild communication skills
B
with an innovative video
training program
 uild practical skills with
B
functional training
Pick and choose lessons with
the modular unit structure
 ork on realistic case studies
W
with workshops in each unit

Click on the cover of the book or product that you are interested in and have a look at
a digital sample and more product information.
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Employability

What makes us employable?

At Pearson, we have identified four areas that make up employability, based on formal and informal research with
employers, educators, and learners. Individuals need to develop skills in each area, but the stage they are at in their
life - whether that’s starting, developing, or changing career - will impact which areas to focus on most.

Productivity competencies

Transitional competencies

Skills, knowledge and attributes that make
individuals productive in the workplace

Enable individuals to secure employment
and make progress in employment

English language

CORE ACADEMIC
COMPETENCIES

A solid foundation of
literacy, numeracy,
and digital fluency are
essential. Regardless
of the field we select
or the education we
pursue, there are few
opportunities open
to us without these
competencies. The
roots of these core
skills are found in K-12
education, however
global assessment results
suggest significant
numbers of adults even
in developed countries
lack basic literacy and
numeracy skills required
to fully participate in
society.

OCCUPATIONAL
COMPETENCIES

Occupational
competencies have
become equally as
important as traditional
core academic skills.
These are skills related to
a specific job, like nursing
skills if you want to be a
nurse, or coding if you
want to be a programmer.
Increasingly, K-12
institutions are including
more courses in digital
sciences and other
future facing skills. In
some countries, literacy
in English is crucial for
certain occupations. In
others, there is reason
to believe that English
language skills enhance a
person’s potential to gain
employment as well as
their earning power.10

PERSONAL & SOCIAL
CAPABILITIES

This is how we refer to
what can be known as
‘soft skills’, ‘21st century
skills’ or ‘transferable
skills’. These are
capabilities that we start
learning at a young age
and continue upskilling
throughout our careers,
and each should be
specifically taught,
practiced, and assessed
to have the greatest
impact on learners.
The Personal and Social
Capabilities are:

CAREER KNOWLEDGE
& TRANSITION SKILLS

These are the skills
learners need to
transition and transfer
what they do in school,
higher education and
the experience they
have at work to their
futures. For example,
how to showcase
certifications, credentials
and accomplishments
in the best way, how to
brand yourself, and how
to develop a presence on
social media

• Critical thinking &
Creativity
• Communication
• Collaboration
• Self-management
• Social responsibility
• Leadership

9OECD, (2013). Skilled for Life? Key Findings from Surveys of Adult Skills
10Erling, E., (2015). The Relationship Between English and Employability in the Middle East and North Africa, British Council, Manchester
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REMOTE

Market Leader
3rd Edition Extra

TEACHING

CAPABILITIES

Successful business is about effective communication
Market Leader Extra is for people who want to communicate in English so they can
be more effective at work.
Created in association with the Financial Times, authentic material introduces
students to topical business issues and builds the professional language and
communication skills they need for the modern world of business. Interviews
with professional consultants develop the vocabulary and grammar students
will need in their careers as part of a case study in each unit. You can also
build your students’ core business skills, such as presentations, negotiations,
meetings, and small talk with the task-based, integrated skills approach.

A1
C1

24
81

Market Leader Extra is the perfect choice to develop confident, fluent speakers
who can successfully use English in a work environment.

• Develop confident, fluent speakers
• Build business skills with supplementary lessons
• Prepare for BEC exams with dedicated reading and writing support
• Expose students to authentic content from the Financial Times
• Specialise in specific language with Market Leader Specialist Titles

David Cotton, David Falvey,
Simon Kent, Margaret O’Keeffe,
Iwonna Dubicka

R SE BO
FROM

39,90

OK

CO U

3rd Edition Extra

EURO

Market Leader is aligned to the Global Scale of English
30

40
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60

70

80

90

Advanced

IB O
EX
FROM

K

FL

20

O

10

25,90

Upper Intermediate
Intermediate

EURO

Pre-intermediate:
Elementary:
CEFR

<A1

A1

A2 A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

C1

C2

Learn more about the Global Scale of English at english.com/gse

British English

Elementary

Course Book w/
DVD-ROM

Pre-intermediate

Intermediate

Upper

Advanced

9781292134758

9781292134796

9781292134772

9781292134819

9781292135274

Course Book w/
DVD-ROM & MyEnglishLab

9781292134741

9781292134789

9781292134765

9781292134802

9781292134734

9781292126081

9781292126128

9781292126104

9781292126142

9781292126067

9781292126098

9781292126135

9781292126111

9781292126159

9781292126074

ActiveTeach

9781292124551

9781292124667

9781292124605

9781292124711

9781292124506

Class Audio CD

9781292124582

9781292124681

9781292124636

9781292124735

9781292124537

Teacher’s Book w/
Test Master CD-ROM

9781408279212

9781408279229

9781408249499

9781408268032

9781408268025

Practice File w/ CD

9781408237069

9781408237083

9781408236963

9781408237106

9781408237045

Test File

9781408219720

9781408219904

9781408219812

9781408219997

9781408219638

Course Book/
Practice File Flexi A
Course Book/
Practice File Flexi B

Click on the cover of the book or product that you are interested in and have a look at
a digital sample and more product information.
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Market Leader
Specialist Titles
Different areas of business need specific language
With a focus on the reading skills and vocabulary development needed for
specific areas of business, these specialist titles can be used alongside the
Market Leader Course Book, as a standalone course, or with any other business
English course.
B1
C1

British English
Adrian Pilbeam, Nina O’Driscoll,
Sara Helm, Rebecca Utteridge,
A. Robin Widdowson

O
BO K
FROM

16,90

Accounting and Finance

9781408220023

Business Law

9781408220054

Human Resources

9781408220047

Logistics Management

9781408220061

Marketing

9781408220078

Working Across Culture

9781408220030

EURO

Market Leader – Essential
Business Grammar & Usage
Business English students benefit from specific
grammar practice
The Market Leader grammar books provide your students with all the business
grammar practice they need to support them in their studies. They can be used
with any business English course.
A1
C1
Peter Strutt

O
BO K

British English
Business Grammar and Usage

9781408220085

Essential Business Grammar and Usage

9781408220016

FROM

26,90
EURO

Click on the cover of the book or product that you are interested in and have a look at
a digital sample and more product information.
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Intelligent Business
Different strands help students focus on what they need
Authentic material from The Economist helps students to increase their
knowledge of key business concepts while learning English. The course can be
used to prepare for exams such as BEC and BULATS; the Workbook provides
extensive exam practice.
The Skills Book covers the functional language that people in business need.
It can be used on its own as an intensive course or alongside the coursebook.

A1
C2

• Authentic articles from The Economist expose students to authentic English.
• Intensive training builds students’ business communication skills.
• Key business concept explanations help pre-work students.
• Tasks develop critical thinking and decision-making

R SE BO
FROM

39,90

OK

CO U

Tonya Trappe, Graham Tullis,
Christine Johnson, Irene Barrall,
Nikolas Barrall

EURO

Intermediate

Upper
Intermediate

Advanced

9781408256008

9781408255995

9781408256015

9781408255971

9781405881418

9780582846920

9780582846883

9780582846968

9781408267950

9781405881425

9781405843393

9781405843409

9781405843416

9781408267967

Workbook w/ Audio CD

9781405881432

9780582846951

9780582846913

9780582846999

9781408267974

Audio CDs

9781405849760

9780582840515

9780582840522

9780582840539

9781408217740

British English

Elementary

Coursebook w/ CD-ROM

9781408255988

Skills Book w/ CD-ROM
Teacher’s Book w/
Test Master

Pre-intermediate

DVD

–

–

9781405837507

9781405837514

–

Video Resource Book

–

–

–

–

–

Five ways learning English can help your career
1.

Not speaking a second language may actually hold employees back—“There is a glass ceiling developing
for monoglots within global businesses beyond a certain point; unless they’ve had overseas experience
and have cultural awareness and probably a language, they’re not going to get into the more rarefied
atmosphere,” says Richard Hardie, Chair at UBS.

2.

English skills improve employee agility—Andrew Hill, Associate and Management Editor at the Financial
Times, suggests there is scientific research, “Indicating that multilinguals are more agile; that they have
more capability of dealing with multiple tasks.”

3.

Multilinguals are better decision-makers—Antonella Sorace, Professor of Development Linguistics at
Edinburgh University. “When the problem is framed in the second language, there is more emotional
distance between the speaker and the problem and that allows a decision that is more rational in the
sense that it is less colored by emotional factors.”

4.

Multilinguals have ‘soft power’—These ‘soft power’ abilities that multilinguals have means they’re better
at negotiating “partly because they can see the other person’s perspective; they can anticipate the other
person’s point of view and respond,” says Antonella Sorace, Professor of Development Linguistics at
Edinburgh University.

5.

English could help you earn more—employees feel that for the reasons given above this could mean a
more efficient, not to mention galvanized, workforce providing more long-term financial benefits.
Read more articles like this at english.com/blog
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English for
International Tourism
English is essential for working in international tourism
This course is for professionals working in the tourism industry and students
of tourism in further education. It builds the professional skills needed for the
tourist industry while developing language. Authentic material from Dorling
Kindersley’s acclaimed Eyewitness Travel Guides explore some of the world’s top
tourist destinations.
A2
B2
Iwonna Dubicka,
Margaret O’Keeffe, Peter Strutt

R SE BO
FROM

33,90

OK

CO U

British English

Pre-intermediate

Upper
Intermediate

Coursebook w/ DVD-ROM

9781447923879

9781447923831

9781447923916

Workbook w/ Audio CD (w/ key)

9781447923893

9781447923855

9781447923930

Workbook w/ Audio CD (no key)

9781447923909

9781447923862

9781447923947

Teacher’s notes

EURO

Intermediate

Available online

Vocational English
Vocational students need specialist language
Designed for students in vocational education and company employees, these
titles cover the essential vocabulary that learners need in the workplace.
This series has a strong grammar syllabus with the essential vocabulary that
students need for their working lives.

A1
B1

R SE BO
FROM

29,90
EURO

OK

CO U

David Bonamy, Evan Frendo,
Maja Olenjniczak,
Rosemary Richie,
Maria Spada Symonds,
Ros Wright, David Hill.
Series Editor: David Bonamy

British English

Level 1

Level 2

Course Book w/ CD-ROM

9781408269886

9781408269893

English for Construction

Course Book w/ CD-ROM

9781408269916

9781408269923

English for IT

Course Book w/ CD-ROM

9781408269961

9781408269909

English for Nursing

Course Book w/ CD-ROM

9781408269930

9781408269947

English for Oil and Gas

Course Book w/ CD-ROM

9781408269978

9781408269954

English for Banking and
Finance

Teacher’s notes

Component

Available online
* For your online teacher’s notes, please ask your local representative.
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Technical English
Technical English needs a specialized course
This series for students in technical and vocational education courses and for
company employees in training covers the core language and skills that students
need to communicate successfully in technical and industrial specializations.

A1
C1

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Course Book

9781405845458

9781405845540

9781408229477

9781408229552

Course Book CD

9781405845472

9781405845564

9781408229453

9781408229538

9781405881456

9781408268056

9781408268063

9781405896542

9781408267981

9781408268001

9781405896559

9781408267998

9781408268018

Teacher’s Book w/ Test
9781405881449
Master Multi-ROM
Workbook w/ CD
9781405896528
(w/ key)
Workbook w/ CD
9781405896535
(no key)

R SE BO
FROM

29,90

OK

British English

CO U

David Bonamy

EURO

Lifestyle
Students need English for work, study, and their lives
Lifestyle is designed to meet the everyday language requirements of people
who need English for work, travel, and socializing. As well as dealing with
how people communicate at work, it also helps learners interact effectively
outside of the work environment, enabling them to get things done in a variety
of situations.
A1
C1

Elementary

Intermediate

Upper
Intermediate

9781408237175

9781408237144

9781408297780

9781408237182

9781408237151

9781408297797

9781408237199

9781408237168

9781408297803

ActiveTeach

9781408259917

9781408259931

9781408259924

9781408291535

Class CDs

9781405863735

9781405863896

9781405863810

9781408291559

Vicki Hollett,
Norman Whitby, Iwonna
Dubicka, Margaret O’Keeffe,
Irene Barrall, John Rogers

R SE BO
FROM

33,90
EURO

OK

Coursebook w/
9781408237113
CD-ROM
Teacher’s Book w/ Test
9781408237120
Master Multi-ROM 9
Workbook w/
9781408237137
Audio CD

Preintermediate

CO U

British English
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Level Key
Starter

Level 1

CEFR

Level 2

>A1

Level 3

A1

A2

Level 4

A2+

Level 5

B1

B1+

Level 6

B2

B2+

Level 7

C1

Level 8

C2

P.

Roadmap* New Levels

20

Speakout*

22

Top Notch

24

New Language Leader*

26

Cutting Edge*

27

Pearson Online English

29
This is an approximation of the CEFR range per level for our products.
*You can find specific GSE level information for this product on the relevant product page.
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General
English

COU

Roadmap™

R S E BO
FROM

26,90

OK

F E AT U R E | R O A D M A P

20 | GENERAL ENGLISH

EURO

The right route for every learner
Roadmap provides clear language objectives built
around the Global Scale of English, with the right
route for every student to reach them.
It’s practical and communicative, and gets learners talking with topics
and tasks relevant to their world.
What’s more, Roadmap’s unique dual-track approach means you can
personalize your lessons and teach the language and skills you know
they need to progress. So, while every class covers the essentials,
the fast track focuses on key language and speaking skills, the extended
route provides additional training in reading, writing, and listening.

Learning English
is a journey and the
final destination is
the ability to speak
confidently and
fluently. Roadmap
provides the direction
you need to get your
learners where they
want to go.
Damian Williams,
Roadmap author

Meanwhile, comprehensive teacher support makes Roadmap lessons
easy to organize and fun to manage, however much time you have to
prepare.

A1 and C1
available early

Roadmap is aligned to the Global Scale of English
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Components and ISBNs
British English

A1

A2

A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

C1/C2

Students’ Book w/ digital resources &
mobile app

9781292227672

9781292227818

9781292227955

9781292228099

9781292228235

9781292228372

9781292228518

9781292228655

Students’ Book w/ online practice,
digital resources & mobile app

9781292271941

9781292271934

9781292271880

9781292271897

9781292271903

9781292271910

9781292271927

9781292271958

Workbook w/ key & online audio

9781292227733

9781292227870

9781292228013

9781292228150

9781292228297

9781292228433

9781292228570

9781292228716

Students’ online practice Access Card

9781292227658

9781292227795

9781292227931

9781292228075

9781292228211

9781292228358

9781292228495

9781292228631

Teacher’s Book w/ digital resources &
assessment package

9781292227726

9781292227863

9781292228006

9781292228143

9781292228280

9781292228426

9781292228563

9781292228709

Presentation Tool Access Card

9781292286587

9781292286440

9781292286242

9781292286259

9781292286303

9781292286433

9781292286495

9781292286549
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PERFECT

PEARSON ENGLISH
READER (LEVEL 3)
Love Actually
Book
ISBN 978-1-4058-8226-2

PARTNER

MOBILE

APP

8

LEVELS

Every class is different,
every learner is unique.
Adult learners have widely differing goals:
some need English for their studies, others
need it for work. Some are learning English
simply because they want to travel or socialize
in English.

A1
C2

21
88

Amanda Maris,
Lindsay Warwick,
Damian Williams,
Monica Berlis,
Heather Jones,
Hugh Dellar,
Andrew Walkley,
Jonathan Bygrave

REMOTE
TEACHING

CAPABILITIES

Whatever their goals or aspirations, Roadmap helps learners
achieve them with a personalized program of study built
around the dual-track approach designed to improve their
confidence and mastery
of English.
Structured tasks, with clear models and time to prepare and reflect
on their performance, help learners build that confidence. This
increases motivation and encourages them to spend more time
on tasks outside the classroom, prompting faster progress and
greater confidence. There are multiple practice opportunities,
including a mobile app, so learners can practice whenever and
wherever they want.
To help build that motivation further, Roadmap enables
learners to make fast, visible progress. Teachers deliver lessons
with clear goals and outcomes mapped to the Global Scale of
English (GSE) learning objectives; learners can see exactly
where they are on the GSE scale. This encourages them to
monitor their progress using the Check and reflect pages in
each unit, and regular unit, mid, and end-of-course tests show
learners exactly how much they are progressing.
Damian Williams

Choose if you want to:
Enable learners to make
measurable progress with the
GSE learning objectives
Enjoy the flexibility of the
dual-track approach
Give students additional skills
material to meet their needs
Deliver successful lessons
with easy-to-use materials
Get students practicing out
of class with the mobile app
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24,90
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The best place to learn a language
is in the real world
Speakout brings authentic language and real-world
tasks into your classroom. Its tried and trusted
approach trains learners to communicate naturally
in English as it’s really spoken, using videos, audio,
and texts from the BBC.
Designed to get students thinking and speaking, Speakout exposes students
to the language they’ll come across outside the classroom with the practice
they’ll need to use it effectively in their lives.
Now with two new levels, it provides new content and more learning
opportunities to help students through the intermediate plateau,
and exposes them to extra idiomatic language needed at advanced level.

As teachers we often
focus a lot on input...
from the teacher to
the student... but if
you want to really
improve your lessons,
you need to focus
more on what the
students are doing.

Speakout is aligned to the Global Scale of English
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Antonia Clare and Steve Oakes,
Speakout authors

Components and ISBNs
British English

Starter

Elementary

Preintermediate

Intermediate

Intermediate
Plus

Upper
Intermediate

Advanced

Advanced Plus

Student’s Book w/ DVD

9781292115986

9781292115924

9781292115979

9781292115948

9781292241531

9781292116013

9781292115900

9781292241500

Student’s Book w/ MyEnglishLab

9781292115993

9781292115931

9781292115962

9781292115955

9781292241548

9781292116006

9781292115917

9781292241517

Workbook w/ Key

9781447977070

9781447976769

9781447976974

9781447976868

9781292212425

9781447977186

9781447976660

9781292212241

Workbook w/out Key

9781292114484

9781292114309

9781292114422

9781292114361

9781292212449

9781292114545

9781292114231

9781292212227

Teacher’s Book w/ Resource
& Assessment Disc

9781292120171

9781292120140

9781292120164

9781292120157

9781292241555

9781292120188

9781292120133

9781292241524

Class Audio CD

9781447976998

9781447976684

9781447976899

9781447976783

9781292212289

9781447977094

9781447976585

9781292212081

ActiveTeach

9781447976981

9781447976677

9781447976882

9781447976776

9781292212272

9781447977087

9781447976578

9781292212074

Student’s Book/Workbook Flexi 1

9781292149394

9781292149295

9781292149332

9781292149318

–

9781292149370

9781292149356

–

Student’s Book/Workbook Flexi 2

9781292149400

9781292149301

9781292149349

9781292149325

–

9781292149387

9781292149363

–

Student’s Book w/ MyEnglishLab Flexi 1

9781292161006

9781292160948

9781292160986

9781292160962

–

9781292161020

9781292160924

–

Student’s Book w/ MyEnglishLab Flexi 2

9781292161013

9781292160955

9781292160993

9781292160979

–

9781292161037

9781292160931

–
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PERFECT

PARTNER

PEARSON ENGLISH
READER (LEVEL 3)
Billy Elliot
Book
ISBN 978-1-4058-8176-0

Why challenge is good for
building language
Speakout uses authentic material which really
engages learners both cognitively and effectively.
It is challenging for them—learning a language is
difficult, and it’s really hard to understand fast
spoken English.
Speakout supports them and builds their confidence in their ability to deal
with spoken language. Learners enjoy the challenge, and they really enjoy
the material because it is satisfying for them to know that the material hasn’t
been written especially for the language classroom. It feels more real.
When teachers and students first start using Speakout, they often comment
on this, saying that the course is more challenging than other courses at the
level. We have found that ultimately both teachers and learners appreciate
the challenge, that they feel better prepared for dealing with “the real world”
than they would if they only had exposure to graded material. At the same
time, within a level and a unit we vary the difficulty of texts so that some are
relatively easily accessible to students at that level.
Our main focus is to get the students speaking and most teachers
comment that their students talk a lot during the lessons (because they
have something they genuinely want to speak about). They are given lots of
opportunities to express their own ideas and opinions. Also, we try to give
the learners really useful language, building their grammatical and lexical
competence.
Antonia Clare and Steve Oakes

8

LEVELS

A1
C2

22
88

Antonia Clare, Frances Eales,
Steve Oakes, JJ Wilson

2nd Edition

Developed in association with
BBC Studios and BBC Learning English

REMOTE
TEACHING

CAPABILITIES

Choose if you want to:
Familiarize learners with
authentic English from the BBC
Motivate learners with more
time on task
Personalize your teaching
with a vast resource of extra
materials
Build study and work skills
Drive progress through the
intermediate plateau
Expose Advanced students to
more idiomatic language
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24,90

EURO

EURO

Plenty of practice creates confidence
Top Notch makes English unforgettable using realistic
language input, intensive practice, and systematic
recycling.
The widest range of student and teacher support materials minimizes
preparation time, supports tailored instruction, and helps you to manage
mixed-ability classes. The variety of regional, national, and non-native accents
throughout prepares students to communicate with confidence in English.

Top Notch is aligned to the Global Scale of English
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Components and ISBNs
American English

Top Notch
Fundamentals

Top Notch
Level 1

Top Notch
Level 2

Top Notch
Level 3

Student’s Book

9780133927917

9780133928938

9780133928945

9780133928211

Student’s Book w/ MyEnglishLab

9780133542752

9780133393484

9780133542776

9780133542783

Workbook

9780133927771

9780133928150

9780133928228

9780133928174

Student’s Book Split A w/
MyEnglishLab

9780133927788

9780133928129

9780133928969

9780133928204

Student’s Book Split B w/MyEnglishLab

9780133927764

9780133928136

9780133928242

9780133928198

Student’s Book/Workbook Split A

9780133810530

9780133810561

9780133819274

9780133810578

Student’s Book/Workbook Split B

9780133810554

9780133819281

9780133819267

9780133819236

ActiveTeach

9780133819298

9780133810509

9780133810455

9780133819199

Teacher’s Edition & Lesson Planner

9780133810523

9780133810516

9780133810462

9780133819182

Class Audio CDs

9780133927801

9780133928143

9780133928235

9780133928181

Placement Test: Print (all levels)

9780131826397

Placement Test: Online (all levels)

9780132470308

Digital Checklist
Presentation
tool

*Audio only

Extra resources
for teachers

Gradebook

Online practice

App*

ExamView

The English
language classroom...
has to provide
a mini-microcosm
of the Englishspeaking world
Joan Saslow,
Top Notch & Summit author
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PERFECT

PARTNER

PEARSON ENGLISH
READER (LEVEL 3)
Forrest Gump
Book
ISBN 978-1-4058-7675-9

Observe, practice,
and remember

Joan Saslow, Allen Ascher

REMOTE
TEACHING

CAPABILITIES

The English language classroom needs
to serve as a place students can observe,
practice, and remember new language.
In other words, it has to provide a minimicrocosm of the English-speaking world
and concentrate exposure and practice at
a language level appropriate for students.
Our goal in creating Top Notch and Summit was to make
English unforgettable by providing multiple opportunities
to observe new language, plenty of receptive and
productive practice, and deliberate and systematic
recycling of that language long after its initial presentation.
We are told by teachers that what they love about
the course is the naturalness and authenticity of the
language used, and the emphasis we’ve put on social
language and the idioms of everyday speech. English today
is not an academic subject, as it was years ago where
students would prepare mainly to read and write it, with
grammar the most important focus. Today, English is a life
skill for people all over the world, who use it as a lingua
franca to function in business, study, and travel.
Joan Saslow

Choose if you want to:
Build productive skills with
intensive practice and
systematic recycling
Manage mixed-ability classes
with the widest range of extra
materials available
Prepare students for the
globalized world with a unique
cultural fluency syllabus
Minimize preparation time
with practical teacher notes
Engage students with clear
communicative goals
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New Language Leader
Students need English for further study and their careers
New Language Leader takes an intelligent approach to building the confidence
and skills students need to succeed in academic study and use English in a
globalized world. It is the ideal choice for universities or university pathway
institutions looking to develop rounded, high-flying students.

A1
C1

24
82

• Thought-provoking topics and texts stimulate discussion and debate.
• A strong emphasis on Study and Writing skills prepares learners for tertiary study.
• Extended speaking tasks practice communication skills.
• Expert video interviews challenge learners and provide guidance for academic
success.

David Cotton, David Falvey,
Simon Kent, Ian Lebeau,
Gareth Rees

2nd Edition
New Language Leader is aligned to the Global Scale of English

REMOTE
TEACHING

CAPABILITIES
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British English

Elementary

Preintermediate

Intermediate

Upper
Intermediate

Advanced

Coursebook

9781447948223

9781447948650

9781447948292

9781447948636

9781447948162

Coursebook w/ MyEnglishLab

9781447961451

9781447961512

9781447961482

9781447961543

9781447961420

Student’s eText Coursebook w/
MyEnglishLab

9781447961475

9781447961536

9781447961505

9781447961567

9781447961444

Class Audio CDs

9781447948247

9781447948360

9781447948308

9781447948414

9781447948179

Teacher’s eText for IWB

9781447948216

9781447948353

9781447948285

9781447948407

9781447948148
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Cutting Edge
Spend more time practicing communication in class
Cutting Edge uses a distinctive task-based approach that has made previous
editions of the course so popular. Students learn the language they need and
spend more time in class communicating.

• Task-based lessons build confidence and develop effective communication skills.
• Information-rich texts and videos motivate and engage learners.
• Engaging topics with an international focus encourage discussion and cross-

<A1
C1

cultural comparison.

• The discovery approach to grammar engages students.
• The emphasis on high-frequency vocabulary helps learners make fast progress.

19
80
Sarah Cunningham,
Peter Moor,
Araminta Crace

3rd Edition
Cutting Edge is aligned to the Global Scale of English
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British
English

Starter

Elementary

Preintermediate

Intermediate

Upper
Intermediate

Advanced

9781447936947

9781447936831

9781447936909

9781447936879

9781447936985

9781447936800

9781447962250

9781447944034

9781447944058

9781447944041

9781447944065

9781447962243

9781447936978

9781447936862

9781447936930

9781447937579

9781447937012

9781447936824

9781447906704

9781447906414

9781447906636

9781447906520

9781447906773

9781447906292

9781447906728

9781447906407

9781447906643

9781447906537

9781447906872

9781447906315

ActiveTeach

9781447906735

9781447906322

9781447906544

9781447906438

9781447906780

9781447906216

Class Audio
CD

9781447972532

9781447972488

9781447972501

9781447972495

9781447972518

9780582469570

Student’s
Book w/ DVD
Student’s
Book w/ DVD
& MyEnglishLab
Teacher's
Book w/
Resource Disc
Workbook w/
Key & Online
Audio
Workbook w/
out Key
& Online
Audio
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English – tailored
to your studies
and your level
Some topics:
· Arts & culture
· Business
· Celebrities & Entertainment
· Dating and relationships
· The environment
· Family & friends
· Food & drink
· Health
· Social media
· Technology
· Travel
· World news

Pearson Deutschland

www.pearson.com/de

hours

English – authentic, current and
relevant
Online English uses authentic and recent content from
around the world to provide the learner with English in
a real world context. For example, lesson contents are
adapted from current news articles from the Associated
Press, Bloomberg and the Financial Times to help
students be prepared for practical English in their
future careers and studies.

days a
week

English live Group Lessons Included
Practice real communication in live group lessons with
learners from around the world and led by qualified
native English speaker teachers. Live group lessons are
offered 24/7 and according to your academic and
career interests. Each day you can practice speaking
and listening for 30 minutes at a time that suits you.
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Some students
like to be
independent
• Live group
lessons with
native speakers
around the clock
• Authentic
content,
updated daily
• General English
and Business
English
• On the go with
the App

We provide absolutely authentic language
content that native speakers also use in their
“real lives”. This gives everyone the opportunity
to practice reading, writing, speaking and
listening. Tutors - all native speakers - give
feedback on the acquired language skills.
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Assessment
Why are more test takers
choosing PTE Academic?
1

Artificial intelligence
AI scoring means that its not simply a single human assessing your English language
skills, but a very clever algorithm that mimics how human markers would score, based
on many, many responses.

2

Unbiased scoring
When you take the PTE Academic test, what you say is graded by AI against thousands
of previous responses. What this means is that you’re graded only on what you say,
not your accent or anything else.

3

Flexible testing & fast results
Thanks to the use of market leading technology, PTE Academic offers all test takers
incredible flexibility. Test taker results are typically delivered in just 5 business days
and furthermore, PTE Academic offers global testing in more than 250 test centers in
over 50 countries.

4

Send your score unlimited times for free
PTE Academic proudly gives all test takers the freedom to send your scores to as many
organizations as you like, without an additional fee. This freedom gives you even
greater opportunity to achieve your dreams.

5

Unlimited acceptance for study & migration applications
PTE Academic is accepted for study applications by thousands of academic programs
around the world. It is also approved for all Australian and New Zealand student visa
and migration applications.
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3-SKILL
AND
4-SKILL

Place

TESTING
AVAILABLE

Help learners get off to a flying start by
placing them in the right English class
on their first day.

NEW

FOR
INSTITUTIONAL

TESTING

Introducing
the Pearson
Removes the time,
English Level Test
stress and risk of

human error involved
in creating,
administering and
marking tests…

The start of a course is one of the busiest times
for teachers – and sorting new students into
classes by ability can prove one of the most
complex and time‑consuming tasks. But for
the conscientious teacher there is no room for
mistakes. If a new student is placed into the
wrong class, it can have a significant impact
on their confidence and longer‑term progress.
The Pearson English Level Test removes the
time, stress and risk of human error involved in
creating, administering and marking tests. Fast,
reliable and highly cost-effective, it gives you
data you can trust and ensures new learners’
needs are met from Day 1. The Level Test is
powered by Pearson English’s market‑leading
artificial intelligence technology. It is
administered through a powerful assessment
portal, which offers a complete solution to help
you track and compare results within a single
ecosystem – for successful lifelong learning

This fast, effective test gives
the information you need to
stream your new students
and target your teaching
straight away.

Fast

Easy to use

Cost-Effective

AI-Backed
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PTE Academic™

Verify
For immigration and study abroad, PTE Academic verifies
English language ability.

The fast and unbiased English language test for study
abroad and immigration purposes
Powered by our state-of-the-art AI, PTE Academic gives test takers the fastest
and most convenient way of proving their English language proficiency.

• Get results typically within 5 business days.
• Schedule tests up to 24 hours in advance.
• Accepted for study applications by thousands of institutions worldwide.
• Approved by the Australian Department of Home Affairs (DHA) for all student
and immigration visa applications.

• Offers global testing in more than 290 test centres in over 50 countries.
PTE Academic scores range between 10-90 points and align with the
CEFR, IELTS and TOEFL iBT:

Facts at a glance

Test sessions are run 365
days a year in over 290 test
centres around the world
Computer based marking
ensures all test takers are
scored impartially and
accurately
Get results typically within
5 business days
Monitor progress using the
Global Scale of English

Note: This score alignment is recommended by
PTE Academic and is approved by the Australian
Department of Home Affairs.
Please check your preferred institutions’ website
for score requirements.
Learn more: www.pearsonpte.com/results

Student resources
available at:

Teacher resources
available at:

 www.pearsonpte.com/
preparation

 www.pearsonpte.com/
organizations
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Versant English Placement Test

CORPORATE

TESTING

A smarter way to test language skills
The Versant™ English Placement Test evaluates the speaking, listening,
reading, and writing skills of English language learners.
Tests can be taken in 50 minutes and are automatically scored within
minutes using speech and text processing technology. Versant tests have
helped academic institutions around the world to place students in English
language programs, track progress and measure learning gains, and
evaluate English skills for students or staff.

• Accurate, reliable, and objective scores: Advanced technology for speech
processing (speaking and listening) and text processing (writing and
reading) eliminates human and cultural bias.

Facts at a glance

10
90

<A1
C1

• On-demand and easily administered: The Versant English Placement Test
can be given anytime and anywhere using a computer and headset.

• Detailed reports: Reports include an overall score and sub-skill scores

(speaking, listening, reading, and writing), a detailed description of
test takers’ language capabilities, suggestions for improvement, and a
comparison of test takers’ scores to other spoken language tests such as
the Global Scale of English (GSE) and the Common European Framework of
Reference (CEFR).

 www.english.com/versant
Components and ISBNs
Versant 4 Skills Test Essential (30 minutes)

9783868948332

Versant English Placement Test (50 minutes)

9783868948363

Versant English Test App (speaking)

9783868948349

Contact your local sales representative for details.

Fast, accurate,
reliable test, which
scores results in minutes
Easy to administer and
fully automated
Easy registration makes
this a perfect, fast choice

Teacher resources
available at:
 www.versanttests.com/
support/testadmin
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English
Placement Tests
• Accurate and Consistent
• Efficient and Cost Effective
• Scalable and Practical
• Detailed Score Reports
Available for Smartphones
and for Computers

Cambridge Exams

TOEIC

TOEFL

IELTS

PTE Academic

PTE General

C2 Proficiency

C1 Advanced

B2 First

B1 Preliminary

A2 Key

B2 First for Schools

B1 Preliminary for Schools

A2 Key for Schools

PRODUCT

Young Learners
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P.

PTE

Gold New Edition

38

Gold

40

Expert: Cambridge English
Qualifications

41

Expert IELTS

41

Practice Tests Plus New

42

MyEnglishLab Exam Prep

42

Grammar and Vocabulary
for Cambridge Exams

43

Focus on IELTS

43

Longman Preparation Course
for the TOEFL iBT

44

Longman Preparation Series for the
TOEIC Test: Listening and Reading

44

The Official Guide to PTE Academic™

45

Expert: PTE Academic™*

45
This is an approximation of the CEFR range per level for our products.
*You can find specific GSE level information for this product on the relevant product page.
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Exam
Preparation

COU

Gold

New Edition
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EURO

Successful exam classes are built
on trusted instruction
Gold is the world’s most popular exam preparation
course for the Cambridge English Qualifications.

A student-centered
curriculum with
exam-based
assessments can
be a highly effective
framework for
learning.
english.com/blog

The new edition follows the same trusted approach and has been
brought right up-to-date with new digital resources, fresh content,
and stimulating, discussion-rich lessons with lots of opportunities for
personalization.
Strong emphasis on communicative practice and the development of
natural speaking skills build students’ confidence as they face their exams.
Designed to get great results in general language competence as well as in
Cambridge English Qualifications, Gold is the perfect choice both for test
takers and for non-exam students who want real progress in their English
through a purposeful syllabus.

Components and ISBNs
British English

B1 Preliminary

B1+ Pre-First

B2 First

C1 Advanced

Coursebook

9781292202372

9781292202310

9781292202273

9781292202198

Coursebook w/ MyEnglishLab

9781292217826

9781292217796

9781292217765

9781292217734

eText Access Card

9781292202129

9781292202112

9781292202082

9781292202051

eText Access Code Online

9781292202594

9781292202563

9781292202532

9781292202501

eText & MyEnglishLab Access Card

9781292202136

9781292202105

9781292202099

9781292202068

eText & MyEnglishLab Access Code Online

9781292202587

9781292202556

9781292202525

9781292202495

Exam Maximiser

9781292202358

9781292202297

9781292202235

9781292202174

Exam Maximiser w/ key

9781292202365

9781292202303

9781292202242

9781292202181

Teacher’s Book w/ DVD-ROM

9781292217840

9781292217819

9781292217789

9781292217758

Teacher’s MyEnglishLab Access Online

9781292202600

9781292202570

9781292202549

9781292202518

ActiveTeach

9781292202648

9781292202631

9781292202624

9781292202617

Class Audio CDs

9781292202440

9781292202433

9781292202426 9781292202419

Digital Checklist
Presentation
tool

Gradebook

Online practice
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PERFECT

PARTNER

PEARSON ENGLISH
READER (LEVEL 5)
The Body
Book
ISBN 978-1-4058-8237-8

B1
C1

Jan Bell, Sally Burgess,
Lynda Edwards,
Jon Naunton,
Amanda Thomas,
Clare Walsh,
Lindsay Warwick

New Edition

Effective or restrictive?
Depending on your standpoint, ‘teaching to the test’
is either an effective way of ensuring that classroom
teaching conforms to a standardized curriculum, or
it is a restrictive pedagogical shortcut designed to
ensure that students pass their exams.
One argument against it goes that while students may come away
with reams of memorized materials and certain academic skills,
they are left without important listening, speaking, and everyday
communications skills.
However, a considered and student-centered curriculum with exambased assessments can be a highly effective framework for learning.
The target skills and communicative goals laid out in an exam course
can help learners measure progress. They can also instill a sense of
achievement and provide meaning and motivation in every class.
The difficulty for teachers though is how to design an exam-focused
curriculum that tests useful skills and motivates students, and how
to select learning objectives that align with student level and ability.
Gold removes that difficulty. It balances Cambridge English exam
preparation with communicative aims in a fun and personalizable
course. It helps students by increasing their confidence, competence,
and key skills without over-pressuring them.
Read more articles like this on our blog,
english.com/blog

REMOTE
TEACHING

CAPABILITIES

Choose if you want to
Give students confidence
with the best exam strategies
and practice
Prepare for success with
complete practice tests
Engage classes with
interesting texts and
discussions
Prepare for the Cambridge
English Qualifications 2020
specifications
Give students online
practice with a dedicated
MyEnglishLab

40 | EXAM PREPARATION
REMOTE
TEACHING

Gold

CAPABILITIES

Everything students need to prepare for
the Cambridge English exams
With Gold, students develop natural English while learning the skills they’ll need
to really excel in their exam. Fully revised for the 2015 Cambridge English exams,
Gold First and Gold Advanced retain all the winning features of this best-selling
series, with new material and a faster-paced syllabus.
B1
C1
Jan Bell, Sally Burgess,
Lynda Edwards, Jon Naunton,
Amanda Thomas
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1st Edition

Gold gives your students even more vocabulary input, help with chunks of
language, intrinsically interesting texts and lots of speaking practice. Extensive
writing sections provide support for students of all abilities.
Gold provides full digital support:

• ActiveTeach—everything the teacher needs in one place.
• eText for students—interactive coursebook for computers and tablets.
• MP3 audio material online.
• MyEnglishLab for Preliminary, First, and Advanced exams—intensive interactive
exam training.
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REMOTE
TEACHING

CAPABILITIES

Expert: Cambridge
English Qualifications

Language development and intensive exam
preparation for the Cambridge exams
Expert provides rigorous exam training for high-achieving students while developing
language awareness and communication skills. This intensive course satisfies students’
need for practice and helps them to achieve their full potential. If you want to teach
your students at the level of the exam from the beginning of the year, use Expert.

• Helps support your ambitious students preparing for the Cambridge English qualifications.
• First and Advanced, revised for the 2015 exam specifications, and Proficiency for

B2
C2

the 2013 exam specifications.

• More listening practice than ever before.

First

Advanced

Proficiency

Coursebook w/ Audio CD

9781447962007

9781447961987

9781447937593

Coursebook w/ MyEnglishLab*

9781447962014

9781447961994

−

Student’s Resource Book w/out key

9781447980636

9781447980612

−

Student’s Resource Book w/ key

9781447980629

9781447980605

9781408299005

eText Student PIN Card

9781447973812

9781447973805

−

Teacher’s Online Resource Materials

Online*

Online*

Online*

Teacher’s eText disc for IWB

9781447961338

9781447961314

−

Teacher’s eText Online Access Code

Online*

Online*

−

Teacher’s Book

9781447973775

9781447973768

−

ActiveTeach

−

−

9781408298992
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First: Jan Bell and Roger Gower
Advanced: Jan Bell and
Roger Gower
Proficiency: Megan Roderick and
Carol Nuttall with Nick Kennytc

EURO

* This is the Cambridge English Exams MyEnglishLab.

REMOTE
TEACHING

CAPABILITIES

Expert IELTS
Practice gives students the confidence they need

Expert IELTS effectively trains students in all parts of the International English
Language Testing System (IELTS) test. While improving their scores and language
proficiency, it helps students get the band score they need to achieve their goals,
whether it’s a better job, university entrance, or a visa.

• Test training and practice boost students’ confidence to get the band score they need.
• Regular assessment and analytical activities encourage students to identify their
strengths and where they need to improve, engaging them as they learn.

Band 5

Band 6

Band 7.5

Student’s Book w/ Online Audio

9781292125190

9781292125022

9781292125114

Student’s Book w/ Online Audio & MyEnglishLab

−

9781292134833

9781292134840

Student’s Resource Book w/ key

9781292125213

9781292125046

9781292125138

Student’s Resource Book w/out key

9781292125220

9781292125053

9781292125145

Teacher Online Resource Materials

Online

Online

Online

Teacher’s Book w/ Online Audio

9781292125237

9781292125060

9781292125152

ActiveTeach

9781292125176

9781292124988

9781292125084
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Clare Walsh, Lindsay Warwick

CO U

• Test strategies show students how to tackle each test task type.
• Writing, grammar, speaking, and listening activities help students develop their skills.
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Practice Tests Plus
Lots of practice with hints and guidance on approaching
different exam tasks
Practice Tests Plus familiarize learners with the task types, question formats,
and style of the test papers. Speaking test videos of candidates with examiners
help students prepare for the test.

Rosemary Aravanis,
Elaine Boyd

2nd Edition
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British English

Key for
Schools

Preliminary

First

Advanced

IELTS

PTE
Academic

Book w/ Multi-ROM &
Audio CD (w/ key)

9781292159560

9781292159539

–

–

9781292159553

9781447937944

Book w/ Multi-ROM &
Audio CD (no key)

9781292162980

9781292162997

–

–

9781292220536

9781447937951

Book Vol 1 w/ online
resources (w/ key)

–

–

9781292208756

9781292208725

Book Vol 1 w/ online
resources (no key)

–

–

9781292208749

9781292208718

Book Vol 2 w/ online
resources (w/ key)

–

–

9781447966227

9781447966203

Book Vol 2 w/ online
resources (no key)

–

–

9781447966234

9781447966210

2nd Edition

YLE Starters

YLE Movers

YLE Flyers

Student’s Book

9781292240282

9781292240244

9781292240213

Teacher’s Guide

9781292240299

9781292240251

9781292240220

MyEnglishLab
Exam Prep
Online practice provides effective preparation for exams

• Cambridge English Preliminary, First, and Advanced
• IELTS
• Pearson Test of English Academic
• TOEFL iBT Test

E AC
INFROM

CE

26,89
EURO
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O NL

MyEnglishLab is tailored to each specific exam. It helps students achieve the
grades they need by providing comprehensive exam training with lots of
interactive activities, automatic grading, instant feedback, teacher assigned
practice tests, video guides on each section of the exam, and much more.

Student Access Cards
MyEnglishLab: IELTS 1 (B1)

9781447944829

MyEnglishLab: IELTS 2 (B2)

9780273794295

MyEnglishLab: Cambridge Preliminary

9781447975045

MyEnglishLab: Cambridge First

9781447975038

MyEnglishLab: Cambridge Advanced

9781447975021

MyEnglishLab: Pearson Test of English Academic B1

9781447975052

MyEnglishLab: Pearson Test of English Academic B2

9781447975069

MyEnglishLab for the TOEFL iBT Test*

9780132881883
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Grammar and Vocabulary for
Cambridge Exams
Practice is essential for exam success
Extensive grammar and vocabulary practice, with access to Longman
dictionaries online, helps students prepare for the Cambridge First,
Advanced, and Proficiency exams.

British English

FCE

CAE / CPE

Student’s Book (w/ key)

9781408290590

9780582518216

Student’s Book (no key)

9781447903055

-

B2
C2
Luke Prodromou,
Richard Side and Guy Wellman
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Focus on IELTS
Focus helps students pass exams
Focus on Academic Skills for IELTS is thematically linked to the Focus on IELTS
coursebook. It can also be used on its own for self-study or as a short intensive
IELTS course. Focus on IELTS Foundation provides solid grounding in the
language and skills required for the IELTS exam.

Sue O’Connell

Focus on IELTS

Focus on IELTS
Foundation

Coursebook

–

9780582829121

–

9781405815277

Coursebook w/
MyEnglishLab

9781447988410

9781447988403

–

–

Teacher’s Book

9781408239179

9780582829152

–

–

Class CDs

9781408239155

9780582829145

–

9781405815307

Coursebook w/
Audio CDs

–

–

9781408259016

9781405831642

New Edition

CO U

Focus on
Skills for IELTS
Foundation
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British English

Focus on
Academic
Skills for IELTS
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Longman Preparation Course
for the TOEFL iBT
Students need the tools for exam success
This course prepares students with guidelines, strategies, tips, and hints.
The teacher’s materials include lesson plans and classroom activities.
MyEnglishLab provides extensive additional practice activities, pre- and posttests, and three full-length tests. Diagnostic pre-tests and post-tests allow
students to identify strengths and weaknesses and assess their improvement.
B1
C1

Longman Preparation Course for the TOEFL iBT Test: Third Edition
Student Book w/ MyEnglishLab, MP3 w/o answer key

9780133248029

3rd Edition

Student Book w/ MyEnglishLab, MP3 w/ answer key

9780133248128

MyEnglishLab: TOEFL iBT Access Card

9780132881883
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Deborah Phillips

Longman Preparation Course for the TOEFL Test: iBT Classroom Activities

Online

Longman Preparation Course for the TOEFL Test: iBT Lesson Plans

Online

EURO

LONGMAN PREPARATION SERIES
toeIC TEST WITH ANSWER KEY

6TH EDITION

for the

RATION SERIES
EST WITH ANSWER KEY

®

®

stening and Reading, Introductory Course,
ence they need to increase their scores on
deal for a TOEIC test preparation course or
udents who achieve TOEIC test scores from

te MP3 files, and audioscript helps students
ening Practice Test questions on their own.

TEST SCORE

A1–A2

Introductory

100-400

B1–B2

Intermediate

300-600

C1–C2

Advanced

500-900

6TH EDITION

Building confidence helps students take exams

Lin Lougheed

CEFR

6TH EDITION

explanations plus links to specific exercises

INTRODUCTORY COURSE

INTRODUCTORY COURSE

EIC test-style answer sheets for diagnosis

ontent of the most recent TOEIC test.

section help learners to focus on skills

COMPLETE
AUDIO MP3

ONLINE

MOBILE PHONE

eBOOK

IWB

MP3 AUDIO

LIstenIng
ISBN-13: 978-0-13-486272-9
ISBN-10:
0-13-486272-4

and

readIng

Lin Lougheed

COMPLETE
AUDIO MP3

TOEIC® is a registered trademark of the Educational Testing Service (ETS).
This publication is not endorsed or approved by ETS.

ONLINE

MOBILE PHONE

eBOOK

The new, sixth edition keeps the successful Longman Preparation Series winning
formula and has been updated to reflect changes to the test format. It reflects
the most recent updates to question formats and gives students the skills,
strategies, practice, and confidence they need.
IWB

MP3 AUDIO

780134 862729

NEW
Edition

Lin Lougheed

6th Edition

Introductory

Intermediate

Advanced

Student Book w/ key & audio

9780134862729

9780134862712

9780134862705

Student Book w/out key & audio

9780134984841

9780134984858

9780134984872

6th Edition
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9

Longman Preparation Series for the
TOEIC Test: Listening and Reading

LONGMAN PREPARATION SERIES
for the toeIC TEST WITH ANSWER KEY

5th Edition

Introductory

Intermediate

Advanced

Audio CD

9780132861502

9780132861434

9780132861458
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The Official Guide to PTE Academic™
Everything you need to know about the PTE Academic

Level 1

Book w/ Audio CD & CD-ROM

9781447928911
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The Official Guide to PTE Academic new edition provides comprehensive
information about the test, over 200 practice tasks on CD-ROM, analysis of
sample answers, test-taking tips and more. Written by the developers of the
test, it includes everything you need to succeed in the PTE Academic exam.

EURO

REMOTE
TEACHING

CAPABILITIES

Expert: PTE Academic™

Language development and intensive exam preparation
for PTE Academic
Expert PTE Academic provides a step-by-step approach to speaking and writing,
combined with high-level texts and tasks that prepares students for the exam
right from the start.
MyEnglishLab allows students to track their level of achievement, provides
feedback and helps teachers identify and focus on individual and class strengths
and weaknesses.

36
67

B1
B2

B1 level: Clare Walsh and
Lindsay Warwick
B2 level: David Hill
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B2
B1
CEFR
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B1+
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B2+
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Learn more about the Global Scale of English at english.com/gse

Component

B1

B2

Coursebook w/ MyEnglishLab

9781447962021

9781447962038

Coursebook

9781447975007

9781447975014

Teacher’s Online Resource Materials

9781447938156

9781447938125

Teacher’s eText disc for IWB (incl. Teacher’s Resources)

9781447961864

9781447961871

Teacher’s eText for IWB Online Access Code

9781447938149

9781447938132

Teacher’s eText Online Access Code

Online

Online

Student’s eText Pin Card

9781447973829

9781447973836

OK

80

CO U

Expert PTE Academic is aligned to the Global Scale of English
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CONTENTS
University Success*

P.
New Levels

Advance in Academic Writing* New Levels

48/52
49/50

LEAP* Updated Levels

51

Contemporary Topics*

52

Longman Academic Writing*

54

MyEnglishLab Reading & Writing

54

Longman Academic Reading*

55

Focus on Pronunciation

55
*You can find specific GSE level information
for this product on the relevant product page.
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Skills

48 | SKILLS

Let’s focus on

skills for success

Language learning is not a ‘one size fits all’ process. Learners have different strengths
and weaknesses, and different goals. Pearson’s Skills titles have been created so that
teachers and learners can be confident they are focusing on the right skills at the
right level.

NEW

LEVELS

University
Success
Prepare for academic success
University Success has been expanded
with the Beginning and High-Beginning
levels. These two new levels support
beginning students by providing the
scaffolding to construct a strong
linguistic core and prepare students
for the complexity and challenge of
the upper levels.

Click on the cover of the book or product that you are interested in and have a look at
a digital sample and more product information.
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NEW

LEVELS

Advance in
Academic
Writing
Writing skills are essential
for academic study
Advance in Academic Writing
has now been extended to
help more students make a
successful transition to college
and university studies that require
written assignments in academic
English. The course texts take
students through the research and
writing processes they will need
in their studies.

Click on the cover of the book or product that you are interested in and have a look at
a digital sample and more product information.
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New level

REMOTE

Longman
Academic Writing

TEACHING

CAPABILITIES

Authentic academic texts prepare students for further study

2

LEVELS

B2
C1

Advance in Academic Writing is designed to help students make a successful
transition to college and university studies, where they need to write assignments in
academic English. It integrates active and critical reading, critical thinking, academic
vocabulary building, academic writing style, and effective sentence structure and
grammar around authentic academic texts. Students are taken through the research
and writing processes they need to master to succeed in their studies.

• Authentic academic texts expose students to the type of reading they will encounter.
• Critical thinking covers in-depth analysis of the readings and the pitfalls of academic
writing.

60
85

• Students develop vocabulary, grammar, and aspects of writing exemplified in the
readings.

Steve Marshall

• Research skills, appropriate citation, and the more common citation styles are covered
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in detail.

Aligned to the Global Scale of English
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C1

C2

Level 2
Level 1
CEFR

<A1

A1

A2 A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

Learn more about the Global Scale of English at english.com/gse

International English

Level 1

Level 2

Coursebook w/ My eLab + eText (12 month access)

9782761396745

9782761341509

My eLab + eText (12 month access)

Online

Online

Developing academic skills in the classroom
1.

Academic Discourse: responding to and asking questions
In class discussions it’s very easy to overlook the students who aren’t speaking. By
asking these students to prepare follow-up questions for the speakers, you can
transform this activity into an active listening task.

2.

Academic Text Strategies: looking for inferred meaning in texts
Being able to make inferences is a very important academic reading skill. It
encourages students to ‘read between the lines’ and look for deeper meaning.
Develop this skill without text first, using short videos or photographs, then move
on to short texts.

3.

Academic Strategies: writing effective notes
Effective note taking is an essential skill for your students to learn before they
go on to further education. Using short videos, such as TED Talks, have students
take notes while they watch. Then, in pairs or small groups, get your students to
combine their notes to ‘recreate the video’.

Click on the cover of the book or product that you are interested in and have a look at
a digital sample and more product information.
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Updated level

TEACHING

CAPABILITIES

Leap

NEW EDITION

LISTENING
AND SPEAKING

DR. KEN BEATTY

BEATTY

LEAP offers a cross-curricular approach to teaching students the skills they need to
thrive at college and university. It encourages students to apply critical thinking skills
as they engage in academic listening and speaking tasks across a range of disciplines.
The new, second edition has a stronger focus on STEM and business topics and
expands the development of critical thinking.

LISTENING AND SPEAKING

Building autonomy helps students prepare for further study

• Features authentic academic audio, video, and reading texts from various sources.
• Strong vocabulary focus on the Academic Word List.
• Helps students increase their ability to think critically.
• Prepares learners of English to integrate into degree programs.
• Two strands so you can focus on the skills your students need.

4

LEVELS

A2+
C1

37
85
Julia Williams,
Dr Ken Beatty

2nd Edition
Aligned to the Global Scale of English
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B2+

C1

C2

Learn more about the Global Scale of English at english.com/gse

Listening & Speaking

LEAP 4

Student Book w/ eText & My eLab

9782761385671

eText & My eLab

Online

Classroom Audio CD

9782761390194

DVD

9782761390200

Reading & Writing

LEAP 4

Student Book w/ eText & My eLab

9782761385664

eText & My eLab

Online

4.

Composition: developing a coherent argument
Producing coherent arguments is a vital skill for learners in higher education, and
one that you can practice in the classroom. Find a model, written argument and
cut it up into sections. Have your learners reorganize the text, and once correct,
analyze the different components that make it coherent.

5.

Comprehension: identifying specific ideas in academic texts and lectures
In the context of further education, students need to be able to provide evidence
from a text itself. During class reading activities, have students get into the habit of
underlining or highlighting parts of the text that they think support their answers,
and discuss them during the feedback session.
For the full article go to Five academic skills to prepare your students for higher
education on english.com/blog

Click on the cover of the book or product that you are interested in and have a look at
a digital sample and more product information.
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EURO

A structured approach supports
autonomous learning
University Success prepares English language learners
for further academic study.
The course supports students to become autonomous learners, to master
essential skills and to gain confidence in studying academic degree courses
taught in English.
Authentic content by professors from Stanford University provide real-life
learning experiences.
Two new levels support lower level students to build their linguistic
foundation, fusing high-interest topics with tasks to build the skills needed
to manage complex and challenging content.
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Transition
Advanced

Academic skills encourage
students to become more
efficient learners. They give
students the confidence
to participate fully in
English‑speaking courses
and are invaluable outside
of the classroom and after
they graduate.
english.com/blog

Intermediate
High-Beginning
Beginning
CEFR

<A1

A1

A2 A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

C1

C2

Learn more about the Global Scale of English at english.com/gse

Components and ISBNs
American English

High-Beginning

Intermediate

Advanced

Transition

Listening & Speaking Student
9780135245941
Book w/ MyEnglishLab

9780135245972

-

-

-

Reading & Writing Student
Book w/ MyEnglishLab

9780135245934

-

-

-

Oral Communication Student
Book w/ MyEnglishLab

-

9780134652719

9780134652689

9780134400273

Reading Student Book w/
MyEnglishLab

-

-

9780134653228

9780134652702

9780134400785

Writing Student Book w/
MyEnglishLab

-

-

9780134653211

9780134652696

9780134400280

Digital Checklist
Online practice

Gradebook

Beginning

9780135245927
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Bridging the gap
Studying abroad in an English-speaking country
can be a daunting prospect for many students
while also a fantastic opportunity for students to
use their language skills in real-world situations
and give their confidence a boost. But how can we
help prepare them for success, so that they can
really benefit from their experience abroad?
One way to do this is to develop their academic skills alongside their
language skills. Academic skills encourage students to become more
efficient learners. They give students the confidence to participate
fully in English-speaking courses and are invaluable outside of the
classroom and after they graduate. These skills, which include critical
thinking and note-taking, are also highly transferable, and therefore
vital for success in any career.

5

LEVELS

A1+
C1

22
80

Beginning & High-Beginning
Series Editor
Robyn Brinks Lockwood

The skills students are expected to have when they start in higher
education can be organized into five main categories:

Intermediate & Transition
Series Editor
Lawrence Zwier

• Academic Discourse – skills communicating effectively in debates,
discussions and presentations

Oral Communication Series
Editor
Robyn Brinks Lockwood

• Academic Text Strategies – skills for analyzing academic texts in
greater detail

Reading Series Editor
Lawrence Zwier
Writing Series Editor
Maggie Sokolik

• Academic Strategies – skills for understanding and responding
critically to lectures
• Composition – skills for effective academic writing

REMOTE

• Comprehension – skills for understanding academic texts and
lectures

CAPABILITIES

University Success helps build these skills through its three strands:
reading, writing, and oral communication skills, which are developed
through studying a variety of authentic academic content; the sorts
of lectures and texts they could expect to come across in their
further studies.

TEACHING

Choose if you want to
Integrate all essential skills
Employ authentic academic
content from university
professors
Apply intensive skills practice
Focus on application and
comprehension with guided
exercises
Have a transition level that
mirrors the rigor of academic
courses

Click on the cover of the book or product that you are interested in and have a look at
a digital sample and more product information.
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Longman
Academic Writing
Students need the full range of writing skills
This series develops writing from basic composition to academic essays and
research papers with guidance on the whole writing process, clear explanations,
extensive practice, and consistent coverage of sentence mechanics and grammar.
The new edition includes Essential Online Resources and an Interactive Student Book.
A1
C1
Alice Oshima, Anne Hogue,
Linda Butler

Longman Academic Writing is aligned to the Global Scale of English

3rd Edition
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Learn more about the Global Scale of English at english.com/gse
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American English
Student Book w/ Essential
Online Resources
Interactive Student Book &
MyEnglishLab: Writing
Student Book

Sentences to
Paragraphs

Paragraphs

Paragraphs
to Essays

Essays

Essays to
Research
Papers

9780134663340

9780134663333

9780134663326

9780134663319
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-

-

9780134279756

-

-
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9780132912747

MyEnglishLab
Reading & Writing
Extra practice is helpful alongside any integrated
skills course
MyEnglishLab Reading helps students develop their academic reading skills
and strategies.
MyEnglishLab Writing helps students develop their writing and composition skills.
A1
B2

British English
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MyEnglishLab
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MyEnglishLab
Writing

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4
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Click on the cover of the book or product that you are interested in and have a look at
a digital sample and more product information.
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Longman
Academic Reading
Discussing and writing about reading texts
improves students’ skills
This series prepares students for academic work, with readings from a variety
of subjects, including art history, nutrition, American literature, and forensics.
It helps build essential skills and strategies for effective reading, vocabularybuilding, note-taking, and critical thinking.
A1
C1

New Essential Online Resources include reading comprehension activities,
reading faster activities, teacher’s manual, and assessments.

Elizabeth Böttcher,
Kim Sanabria,
Judy L. Miller,
Robert F. Cohen,
Lorraine C. Smith

Longman Academic Reading is aligned to the Global Scale of English
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Learn more about the Global Scale of English at english.com/gse

American English

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Student Book w/ Essential Online Resources

9780134663395

9780134663388

9780134663371

9780134663364

9780132760676

Focus on
Pronunciation
Improving pronunciation improves communication skills
This three-level course brings together all the tools, tips, and techniques students
need to speak clearly, accurately and fluently. Each level is organized into five
parts—vowels, consonants, stress, rhythm, and intonation—and offers a
comprehensive yet highly accessible approach to pronunciation mastery.

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Student Book w/ Student Audio
CD-ROM

9780132314930

9780132314947

9780132315005

Classroom Audio CDs

9780132314961

9780132314985

9780132315029

Linda Lane

3rd Edition

R SE BO
FROM

37,90
EURO

Click on the cover of the book or product that you are interested in and have a look at
a digital sample and more product information.
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56 | GRAMMAR

Let’s get to grips

with grammar

The Global Scale of English Learning Objectives focus on functional language skills –
describing what learners Can Do at different levels of proficiency. However, learners
still need to be taught the enabling skills of Grammar and Vocabulary. We have
developed the GSE Learning Objectives for Grammar, and included them in the
GSE Teacher Toolkit, together with free downloadable worksheets and lesson plans
to supplement the materials you are using.
Find out more at
 english.com/gse

CONTENTS
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MyGrammarLab
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Grammar for Academic Purposes
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Grammar Practice 3rd Edition
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Grammar
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MyGrammarLab
Extra grammar practice improves language learning
MyGrammarLab teaches grammar through a unique blend of book, online
resources, and a mobile app—offering every learner of English the opportunity to
study grammar in the way that best suits their needs.
The MyGrammarLab series takes learners from elementary to advanced grammar,
each level benchmarked against the Common European Framework, and provides
grammar practice for internationally recognized exams.

A1
C1

R SE BO
FROM

42,90

OK

CO U

Diane Hall, Mark Foley

With its learning hints and tips, immediate feedback, automatic grading, and
grammar tutor videos, this course is ideal for self-study, as well as being a great
grammar reference and practice companion to your English language course.

EURO

British English

Elementary

Intermediate

Advanced

Student’s Book w/ MyGrammarLab (w/ key)

9781408299135

9781408299159

9781408299111

Student’s Book w/ MyGrammarLab (no key)

9781408299142

9781408299166

9781408299128

Class Audio CDs

9781408299272

9781408299265

9781408299289

MyGrammarLab Access Card w/out Key*

–

–

–

MyGrammarLab Access Card w/ Key*

–

–

–

*Please contact your local representative.

Click on the cover of the book or product that you are interested in and have a look at
a digital sample and more product information.
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Grammar for Academic Purposes
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Grammar for
Academic Purposes

TEACHING

Accurate grammar is essential for academic success
Upper level students preparing for academic study will find the additional
support in grammar and writing that Grammar for Academic Purposes provides
invaluable. Each unit covers a key grammar and sentence structure skill, with clear
detailed explanations making complex grammar easily understandable. Writing
practice enable learners to hone the writing skills they will need to succeed in their
further studies.
Grammar for Academic Purposes can be used as a stand-alone resource or as a
supplementary handbook to a writing course.

Steve
Marshall

Grammar
for
Academic
Purposes

Accuracy and Sentence
Structure

2
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Coursebook w/ My eLab & eText (12 month access)

9782761396790
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eText w/ My eLab (12 month access)

online

online

Grammar Practice
3rd Edition
Book Key and CD-ROM

Elementary
Students

PreIntermediate
Students

Intermediate
Students

Upper
Intermediate
Students

Book, Key and
CD-ROM

9781405852944

9781405852968

9781405852982

9781405853002
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Click on the cover of the book or product that you are interested in and have a look at
a digital sample and more product information.
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Level Key
Level 1

Easystart

GSE

10

Level 2

Level 3
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3000 headwords
2300 headwords
1700 headwords
1200 headwords
600 headwords
300 headwords
200 headwords

<A1

A1

A2

B1

B2

Six reasons to love Pearson Readers
1

Enriching vocabulary
Carefully graded texts present new words in context, making them more meaningful
and memorable. Through developing a wide vocabulary, learners can express them
selves clearly and communicate effectively.

2

Succeeding in exams and beyond
Reading provides an extensive review of key grammar and learners experience English
being used naturally and correctly. Learners have a better overall understanding and
command of English, leading to improved exam results.

3

Extending learning experiences
From delightful children’s favorites to classic novels, romantic comedies to exciting
thrillers, the wide range of graded readers make some of the greatest stories of all
time accessible for all learners to enjoy.

4

Widening knowledge
Fascinating non-fiction titles, classic literature and great works from contemporary
authors develop readers’ overall general knowledge, and their understanding of other
cultures and the world around them.

5

Improving overall reading skills
Through reading extensively, learners improve their comprehension and the speed
and fluency of their reading. As their confidence builds they become more
independent learners.

6

Getting a complete teaching solution
· Readers are aligned to the CEFR and GSE.
· Downloadable notes , activities, worksheets and tests support teachers.
· Audio books available for most titles provide clear models for pronunciation.
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Easystart
Easystart

Maisie and the Dolphin
Book

ISBN 978-1-4058-6954-6

Book & CD
ISBN 978-1-4058-8063-3

Maisie King lives in the Bahamas. Her mother and father work at an Animal
Hospital. Maisie has a new friend. His name is Ben and he’s a dolphin. Ben is
very ill. Maisie helps him. Then Maisie has a big problem. Can Ben help her?

Easystart

The Big Bag Mistake
Book

ISBN 978-1-4058-7670-4

Book & CD
ISBN 978-1-4058-8054-1

Ricardo and Gisela are going home to Rio. Gisela likes reading and quiet
people. Ricardo likes noise … and he likes Gisela. In Rio, a thief takes Gisela’s
bag. What can Ricardo do?

Easystart

Billy and the Queen
Book

ISBN 978-1-4058-6944-7

Book & CD
ISBN 978-1-4058-8055-8

Billy wants a new bicycle, but he doesn‘t have enough money to buy one. His
grandmother tells him about a photo contest and first prize is £500. All he
has to do is send a photo of himself with the Queen. Will Billy and his sister
find the Queen and take a photo with her?

Click on the cover of the book or product that you are interested in and have a look at
a digital sample and more product information.
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Level 1
Level 1

20,000 Leagues Under the Sea
Book

ISBN 978-1-4058-4276-1

Book & CD
ISBN 978-1-4058-7799-2

This is the story of Captain Nemo and his submarine, the Nautilus. One day,
Nemo finds three men in the sea. For months the men live on the Nautilus.
They find a town on the sea floor, beautiful coasts and a lot of gold. But they
want to go home. Can they escape from Nemo’s submarine?

Level 1

Little Women

Active Reader (with Book & CD)
ISBN 978-1-2921-2144-4

The story of the four March sisters and their loves, problems and adventures
is sometimes sad, often funny but always charming. Louisa May Alcott wrote
Little Women in 1868.

Level 1

The Adventures of Tom Sawyer
Book

ISBN 978-1-4058-4277-8

Book & CD
ISBN 978-1-4058-7800-5

Tom Sawyer loves adventures. He has them at home, at school, and with his
friends – Huck Finn, Joe Harper, and Becky Thatcher. Tom has one adventure
in a graveyard, one in an old house, one in a cave. Who does he see in those
places – and why is he afraid?

Click on the cover of the book or product that you are interested in and have a look at
a digital sample and more product information.
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Level 2
Level 2

Marley and Me
Book

ISBN 978-1-4082-6376-1

Book & CD
ISBN 978-1-4082-6391-4

Life and love with the world‘s worst dog. Marley is a bad dog with a very
big heart.

Level 2

Black Beauty
Book

ISBN 978-1-4058-4281-5

Book & CD
ISBN 978-1-4082-7800-0 

‘Always be good, so people will love you. Always work hard and do your
best.’ These were the words of Black Beauty’s mother to her son when the
two horses lived with Farmer Grey. But when Black Beauty got older, this
was sometimes very difficult for him.
Not everybody was as kind as Farmer Grey.

Level 2

Three Short Stories of Sherlock Holmes
Book

ISBN 978-1-4058-5543-3

Book & CD
ISBN 978-1-4082-7798-0

Sherlock Holmes is a very clever man. When people have strange, difficult
problems, they come to him. Where is Mr Hosmer Angel? Which student saw
the exam paper before the exam? Why is somebody following Miss Smith?
Can you find the answers before Sherlock Holmes does?

Click on the cover of the book or product that you are interested in and have a look at
a digital sample and more product information.
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Level 2
Level 2

The Call of the Wild

Active Reader (with Book & CD)
ISBN 978-1-292-16258-4

Buck is a strong, intelligent dog who moves from an easy life in California to
the Klondike. Life is tough in the cold north of Canada and Buck has to learn
many hard lessons to survive.
But can he ever be happy there?

Level 2

Treasure Island
Book

ISBN 978-1-4058-6963-8

Book & CD
ISBN 978-1-4082-8521-3

Jim Hawkins and his parents have a quiet inn by the sea. Then one day, an
old sailor arrives at the inn. What is he afraid of? Dangerous men come
to the inn. Jim’s quiet life changes, and he goes across the sea by ship to
Treasure Island.

Level 2

Robinson Crusoe
Book

ISBN 978-1-4058-5533-4

Book & CD
ISBN 978-1-4082-7815-4

Robinson Crusoe is at sea when there is a great storm. His ship goes down,
and his friends die. The sea throws Crusoe onto a beach. He is on an island.
But which island? Are there other people on it? And are they friendly? What
will Crusoe do now?

Click on the cover of the book or product that you are interested in and have a look at
a digital sample and more product information.
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Level 3
Level 3

Notting Hill
Book

ISBN 978-1-4058-8199-9

Book & CD
ISBN 978-1-4479-2571-2

Anna Scott is an American film star. She is rich, beautiful and very famous.
William Thacker is a shy man who has a small, unsuccessful bookshop in
London. Their lives are different in every way, but they are both looking for
someone special. Can a future together be more than a dream? Notting Hill
is a wonderful – and very funny – love story.

Level 3

Billy Elliot
Book

ISBN 978-1-4058-8176-0

Book & CD
ISBN 978-1-4479-2537-8

Eleven-year old Billy Elliot is different from other boys. He is not very clever
or good at sport. Then, one day, he discovers ballet dancing. Finally he has
found something that he can do well. But everybody knows that ballet is for
girls, not boys! Will Billy continue to dance? Or have his father and brother
got other plans for him?

Level 3

The Return of
Sherlock Holmes
Book

ISBN 978-1-4058-5547-1

Book & CD
ISBN 978-1-4479-2577-4

In 1891, the great detective, Sherlock Holmes, disappeared in Switzerland
while working on a dangerous case. Everyone thought that he was dead. But
three years later, he returned to England. Holmes and his friend, Dr Watson,
had many more adventures together. Three of his most interesting cases are
in this book.

Click on the cover of the book or product that you are interested in and have a look at
a digital sample and more product information.
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Level 4
Level 4

About a Boy

Active Reader (with Book & CD)
ISBN 978-1-4479-6766-8

Will Freeman wants an easy life with no responsibilities. But then he meets
Marcus – an unusual twelve year old boy with serious problems. About a Boy
is a modern classic – a very funny story about a very serious subject: love.
It’s also a popular movie starring Hugh Grant.

Level 4

Emma
Book

ISBN 978-1-4058-8214-9

Book & CD
ISBN 978-1-4082-8953-2

Emma Woodhouse is beautiful, clever and rich. She likes to arrange
marriages between her friends and neighbours in the village of Highbury.
But Emma makes a lot of mistakes and causes more problems than happy
marriages. Then she almost loses her own chance of love.

Level 4

Strangers on a Train
Book

ISBN 978-1-4058-8232-3

Book & CD
ISBN 978-1-4082-9442-0

Guy Haines is travelling through Texas on a train when a stranger invites him
to share a meal. But the stranger has a terrible plan. ‘You murder my father,
and I’ll murder your wife,’ he suggests. So begins Guy’s journey into a world of
madness, lies and death.

Click on the cover of the book or product that you are interested in and have a look at
a digital sample and more product information.
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Level 4
Level 4

The Client
Book

ISBN 978-1-4058-8209-5

Book & CD
ISBN 978-1-4082-9425-3

Mark Sway is eleven and he knows a terrible secret. He knows where a body
is hidden. Some secrets are so dangerous that it’s better not to tell. But it’s
just as dangerous if you don’t. So Mark needs help fast... because there isn’t
much time.

Level 4

The Street Lawyer

Active Reader (with Book & CD)
ISBN 978-1-4479-6776-7

Michael is a successful lawyer with Drake and Sweeney. Then a homeless
man attacks him. As Michael tries to discover who the man was, he uncovers a
dangerous secret about Drake and Sweeney.

Level 4

Three Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
Book

ISBN 978-1-4058-6242-4

Book & CD
ISBN 978-1-4082-9446-8

Sherlock Holmes is a great detective. There are few cases that he cannot
solve. In these three stories we meet a young woman who is terrified of a
mysterious ‘speckled band’, a family who think that five orange pips are a
sign of death, and a banker who believes that his son is a thief. But are
things really as they seem?

Click on the cover of the book or product that you are interested in and have a look at
a digital sample and more product information.
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Level 5
Level 5

Outstanding Short Stories
Book

ISBN 978-1-4058-6519-7

Book & CD
ISBN 978-1-4082-7644-0

This collection brings together some of the best examples of late nineteenth
and early twentieth-century short stories. Some are about ordinary people
to whom something unexpected happens. Others are about unusual
characters or events. Some of the stories are funny and others are more
serious. All of them are highly enjoyable.

Level 5

Rebecca
Book

ISBN 978-1-4058-6247-9

Book & CD
ISBN 978-1-4082-7651-8

After the death of his beautiful wife Rebecca, Maxim de Winter goes to
Monte Carlo to forget the past. There he meets and marries a quiet young
woman and takes her back to Manderley, his family home in Cornwall. But
will the memory of Rebecca destroy the new marriage?

Level 5

Sherlock Holmes Short Stories
Book

ISBN 978-1-4058-6523-4

Book & CD
ISBN 978-1-4082-7654-9

In these six stories we join the brilliant detective, Sherlock Holmes, and his
friend Dr Watson, in a variety of exciting adventures. These include several
suspicious deaths, the mystery of the engineer with the missing thumb, and
the strange case of the two men who share a very unusual name.

Click on the cover of the book or product that you are interested in and have a look at
a digital sample and more product information.
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Level 5
Level 5

The Body
Book

ISBN 978-1-4058-8237-8

Book & CD
ISBN 978-1-292-29233-5

Gordie Lanchance and his three friends are always ready for adventure. When
they hear about a dead body in the forest they go to look for it. Then they
discover how cruel the world can be.

Level 5

Four Weddings and a Funeral
Book

ISBN 978-1-4058-8244-6

Book & CD
ISBN 978-1-4082-7633-4

Four Weddings and a Funeral – one of the most successful films from Britain.
It’s a Saturday morning, and Charles is still asleep. He should be on his way to
Angus and Laura’s wedding! Charles is always late, and he is worried that he
will never find the right woman to marry.
Then he meets Carrie…

Level 5

The War of the Worlds
Book

ISBN 978-1-4058-6524-1

Book & CD
ISBN 978-1-4082-7666-2

The War of the Worlds is one of the most frightening science fiction novels
ever written. When a spaceship falls from the sky and lands in southern
England, few people are worried. But when strange creatures climb out and
start killing, nobody is safe.

Click on the cover of the book or product that you are interested in and have a look at
a digital sample and more product information.
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Level 6
Level 6

Animal Farm
Book

ISBN 978-1-292-23128-0

Book & CD
ISBN 978-1-292-24322-1

Old Major, the boar, dreams of farms run by animals for animals, with
liberty and equality for all. When the animals of Manor Farm, led by the pigs
Napoleon and Snowball, drive out Farmer Jones and set up Animal Farm, the
dream seems to be coming true.
But as the pigs become more powerful Old Major‘s vision turns horribly sour.

Level 6

Brave New World
Book

ISBN 978-1-4058-8258-3

Book & CD
ISBN 978-1-4082-7435-4

Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World is one of the great works of science fiction.
It is the year After Ford 632 in the New World. People are born and live by
scientific methods. There is worldwide happiness and order. Then John
comes from the Savage Reservation to the New World and with him he
brings strong emotions – love, hate, anger, fear.
Suddenly, danger threatens the New World.

Level 6

Crime and Punishment
Book & CD

ISBN 978-1-4082-7438-5

Raskolnikoff, a young student, has been forced to give up his university
studies because of lack of money. He withdraws from society and, poor and
lonely, he develops a plan to murder a greedy old moneylender. Surely the
murder of one worthless old woman would be excused, even approved of, if
it made possible a thousand good deeds?
But this crime is just the beginning of the story...

Click on the cover of the book or product that you are interested in and have a look at
a digital sample and more product information.
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Level 6
Level 6

Oliver Twist
Book

ISBN 978-1-4058-6525-8

Book & CD
ISBN 978-1-4082-7428-6

His mother is dead, so little Oliver Twist is brought up in the workhouse.
Beaten and starved, he runs away to London, where he joins Fagin’s gang of
thieves. By chance he also finds good new friends – but can they protect him
from people who rob and murder without mercy?

Level 6

The Beach
Book

ISBN 978-1-4058-8257-6

Book & CD
ISBN 978-1-4082-7419-4

Close your eyes; imagine idyllic white sands and coral gardens.
Richard arrives in Thailand. He hears about the Beach, a secret island. It is
paradise on earth.
He goes there but paradise soon turns to hell.

Level 6

The Moonstone
Book

ISBN 978-1-4058-8268-2

The Moonstone is an ancient Indian diamond which brings disaster to
everyone who owns it. Rachel Verinder’s uncle gives her the diamond as
a birthday present, but that same night it is stolen…
The Moonstone is now seen as the first, and one of the best, English detective
novels.

Click on the cover of the book or product that you are interested in and have a look at
a digital sample and more product information.
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Level 2

Level 3

Book

Book

Marvel‘s The Avengers

Marvel‘s Thor

ISBN 978-1-292-20568-7

ISBN 978-1-292-20599-1

Book & CD

Book & CD

ISBN 978-1-292-20816-9

ISBN 978-1-292-20820-6

Level 4

Marvel‘s Captain America: Civil War

Marvel‘s The Guardians
of the Galaxy

ISBN 978-1-292-20591-5

ISBN 978-1-292-20628-8

Book & CD

Book & CD

ISBN 978-1-292-20819-0

ISBN 978-1-292-20822-0

Level 3

Level 4

Book

Book

Level 3

Book

Marvel‘s The Avengers:
Age of Ultron

Book

Marvel‘s The Guardians
of the Galaxy Vol.2

ISBN 978-1-292-20569-4

ISBN 978-1-292-20629-5

Book & CD

Book & CD

ISBN 978-1-292-23952-1

ISBN 978-1-292-24075-6

Click on the cover of the book or product that you are interested in and have a look at
a digital sample and more product information.
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WHO IS DOCTOR WHO?
Doctor Who is the longest running sci-fi television series of all time, one of the
most successful projects of the BBC, with tens of thousands of fans worldwide.
The series has received numerous audience and television awards over the
decades. DOCTOR WHO is British cultural heritage like Tea Time, Big Ben or the
Queen and has shaped the imagination of Brits for at least four generations.

Level 2

Doctor Who: The Girl Who Died
Book

ISBN 978-1-292-20613-4

Book & CD
ISBN 978-1-292-20821-3

The Doctor and Clara have to save a Viking
village from space warriors from the future,
the Mire. Without the villagers’ best fighters,
or the technology of the Mire, how can they
win? And why is the Doctor so interested in
one Viking girl?

Level 2

The Robot of Sherwood
Book

ISBN 978-1-292-20565-6

Book & CD
ISBN 978-1-292-23061-0

Level 3

Face the Raven
Book

ISBN 978-1-292-20619-6

Book & CD
ISBN 978-1-292-23064-1

In beautiful Sherwood Forest, the Doctor
learns of the dangerous plan of robots from
space. He doesn’t like Robin Hood, but has
to work with him. Who is real and who is
not? The Doctor wants to help the people of
Nottingham, so he has to know. Can heroes
from storybooks be real?

The Doctor and Clara, with their friend
Rigsy, find themselves in an alien world,
on a street hidden in the heart of London.
Inside there are some of the most
frightening beings imaginable, and Ashildr!
The visitors are faced with a death sentence.
They won’t all get out alive..

Click on the cover of the book or product that you are interested in and have a look at
a digital sample and more product information.
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Level 3

Flatline
Book

ISBN 978-1-292-20615-8

Book & CD
ISBN 978-1-292-20817-6

Alone, without the Doctor, Clara discovers a
new danger from another dimension. But
how do you hide when even the walls give
no protection? People need help and the
Doctor can’t leave the TARDIS. And Clara
has to fight an enemy that can’t be seen.

Level 3

Mummy on the Orient Express
Book

ISBN 978-1-292-20583-0

Book & CD
ISBN 978-1-292-20818-3

Level 3

The Woman Who Lived
Book

ISBN 978-1-292-20589-2

Book & CD
ISBN 978-1-292-23066-5

The Doctor and his companion, Clara, are
on the most beautiful train in history, speeding past the stars of the future. But
something terrible is killing the passengers.
After you see the mummy, you only have 66
seconds. Then you die. There is no escape.
As the Doctor races against the clock, he
seems to Clara more unfeeling than ever
before. Will he learn how to stop the
mummy? Start the clock!

England, 1651. The Knightmare is a highwayman who is feared in the dark streets of London. With the help of a mysterious assistant,
the Knightmare is searching for jewellery
from another world -- and comes face to
face with the Doctor. Who is the highwayman’s companion? Will the Doctor be able to
stay away from the gallows and protect the
Earth from a terrible enemy?

Click on the cover of the book or product that you are interested in and have a look at
a digital sample and more product information.
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Progress test

level 4

Teacher Support Programme

Evening Class

Photocopiable

Chapter 1
1 Use the syllables to form words and write them to
replace the phrases in italics.
an ef prin def pal ite foot ci nounce
fort in steps d
a The school …………… (informed officially about)
the name of the new Principal and the beginning of
evening classes.
b Aidan made a great …………… (energy needed to
do something) to show interest in his wife’s life.
c Aidan was really looking forward to becoming the
new …………… .(head of a school)
d When Mr Welsh spoke with Aidan, he said there
was nothing …………… (certain, sure, already
decided) yet, but it was possible that the job was
given to O’Brien.
e Aidan felt pleased when, late at night, he heard his
daughter’s …………… (noise made as one walks)
on the stairs.

easystarts

level 2

level 3

Supporting
Teachers

level 4

level 5

level 6

Chapter 2
2 Write ✓ next to the things Signora did in Italy for a
living and ✗ next to the ones she didn’t do.
a teach English
c
d sew clothes
c
b teach Italian
c
e teach history
c
c take tourists
f work at the kitchen
round the church c
of a restaurant
c

Chapter 3
3 Circle the correct word or phrase.
a Lizzie was / wasn’t interested in finding and keeping
a job.
b The Italian classes were in a poor area of the city /
the building of Mountainview School.
c Lizzie / Bill asked Signora how to say ‘I love you’ in
Italian.
d Bill wanted / didn’t want to meet Lizzie’s mother.
e Lizzie’s mother had worked with artists / done
cleaning and housework.

At Pearson ELT, we understand the importance of
supporting teachers. That‘s why we have developed
a variety of additional materials.
Downloadable Teacher Resources for every Pearson

level 6

Activity worksheets

level 6

Evening Class
Chapter 1
1 Change one word to make these sentences
something that somebody says in this chapter.
Write who is speaking. Then write numbers
to put the sentences in order, as they come in
the story.
a ‘I have very bad news.’ ……………
c
b ‘But there’s something I have to tell her
first.’ ……………
c
c ‘Oh, and I met someone who likes you.’
……………
c
d ‘I don’t think I ever want to meet you
again.’ ……………
c
e ‘But you don’t work Sunday nights.’
……………
c
f ‘I don’t even think you’re a good person.’
……………
c
2

Write the name.
a …………… is attractive.
b …………… would like Aidan to become the
Principal.
c …………… decides to work one more day
during the week.
d …………… is more than twice the age of
the woman he likes.
e …………… works in a shop.

Chapter 2
3 Change the wrong names so that the
sentences are correct.
a Gabriella met Mario in London.
b Signora has room to rent in her house.
c Mrs Sullivan is happy to find somebody who
loves Italy.
d Aidan had thought that there was not much
hope for Jerry Sullivan.
e Tony O’Brien loved Italy, where he had gone
with his wife.
f Signora was surprised to receive Aidan’s visit.
4

Write the letters. What is the word you form?
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

…..
…..
…..
…..
…..
…..

Second letter in Mario’s wife’s name
Fourth letter in Signora’s surname
First letter in Signora’s real name
Second letter in Suzi’s surname
Third letter in Aidan’s surname
Third letter in Mrs Sullivan’s
daughter’s name

pearsonenglishreaders.com © Pearson Education Limited 2015

5 Complete these sentences. Use the letters in the
box to form the necessary words.
aaacceeeeeeeefghhhiiikllmmmn
nnnoooooopprrrsssttttt
1 Rose lived on a (a) …………, then in a
(b) ………… and finally died in a (c) ………… .
2 Connie worked as a (d) ………… .
3 Gus studied (e) ………… (f) ………… .
4 Laddy was good at (g) ………… .

Chapter 7
6 Complete the sentences with a word from the box.
up

down

Chapter 8

Evening Class

2) why Lou wants to learn Italian. …..
3) that Signora gave Lou a key to the
school. …..

pearsonenglishreaders.com © Pearson Education Limited 2015

8

Answer these questions.
a What was the value of the notes that Lou
paid with that made Suzi ask him where he
got the money from?
b How much did Suzi’s ring really cost?
c How much cash did Robin give Lou?

Chapters 5–6
9 Who/what are the people or things in italics?
(a) You’ve been good enough for (b) him until
now.
(c) He had left debts that none of (d) them had
known about.
(e) She was shocked … that (f) he was meeting
(g) her now.
(h) It would be bad for business.
Teacher Support Programme (i) They didn’t try to hide (j) it.
(k) He was a big simple man of about 60 …
Why did (l) you do (m) it?

Photocopiable
10 Write the correct name.

Connie Rose Maggie Siobhan Veronica
a …………… makes a career from secretary
to director.
8) …..
b …………… is a trained nurse.
c …………… has a company of her own.
9) …..
d …………… goes to university, as her family
had planned.
10) …..
e …………… couldn’t go to university as her
family had planned.
……………………… is ……………………… f …………… is a trained cook.
g …………… goes to Signora’s Italian classes.
Chapter 3
11 Put these events in chronological order. Write
5 Write the correct name and relationship from
numbers 1–5.
the box. Some of the words are used more
a c Laddy starts playing snooker.
than once.
b c Connie uses her money to rescue her
Lizzie Bill Fiona Grania Olive
husband’s investors.
father mother sister friend son
c c Rose gets ill.
d c Mr Kane and Siobhan ask their former
(a) …………’s (b) …………, (c) …………,
clients to reinvest.
would never be normal.
e c Connie starts her Italian classes.
(d) ………… thinks that (e) ………… wants
him to meet her (f) …………, (g) ………… .
(h) …………’s (i) ………… had abandoned
her family many years before.
(j) …………’s (k) ………… was happy that she
pearsonenglishreaders.com © Pearson Education Limited 2015
had found two students for the course.
(l) …………’s (m) ………… was proud
because his (n) ………… was improving
himself all the time.
7) …..

Second letter in Suzi’s brother’s
name
Second letter in Gabriella’s husband’s
name
Fourth letter in the name of the
singer Suzi compares her name to
Third letter in the Italian word for
‘thank you’

Chapter 4
6 Robin and Lou sometimes speak indirectly.
What do they mean in the sentences below?
Example: Robin: ‘Working at the moment?’
Robin means: I have a job for you.
a Lou: ‘Nothing that can’t be changed, if
necessary.’
b Robin: ‘Busy place here, isn’t it?’
c Robin: ‘Don’t drink tonight. And perhaps I’ll
show you a good place to park the car.’
d Lou: ‘I’m thinking that … I don’t want to be
part of this in the future.’
e Robin: ‘When you’re part of this, you’re
always part of it. That’s the way it is.’
7

out

a Barry tells Fiona that it may be a few days after
they go ………… again.
b When Fiona realizes that Barry likes her, her face
lights ………… with a smile.
c Grania likes how her father’s study looks, with the
light of the sun pouring ………… on the desk.
d Mrs Healy finds ………… who is the woman her
husband is seeing.
e Mrs Haley waits at the door of Quentin’s and sees
a woman come ………… .
f Grania tells her mother to hurry …………
because they are leaving for the party.
g The party is Mrs Healy’s first evening …………
since she left hospital.
h Fiona feels happy when she sees Mrs Haley dressed
………… for the party.
i When Mr Haley looks ………… and sees Nell
coming to him, he takes his wife’s arm and begins
to dance.

7 Are these sentences true (T) or false (F)?
a During the trip, the group of students
4 Use the particles in A and the words in B to form
travelled by plane, by bus and by train.
words and complete the sentences. Write the
b They stayed at a hotel with individual
correct numbers. level 4
Activity worksheets
bathrooms.
A: 1 -ed 2 -ly 3 un- 4 -ing 5 -d 6 -able
c Alfredo’s restaurant was closed because
B: 7 expect 8 lock 9 enjoy 10 notice
his mother had died.
11 surpris(e)
d Fiona decided not to say anything about
a Lou’s first job with the thieves was to leave the
Nell to Aidan. Chapter 7
b …
Suzi
door of a cinema … …
. knows …
12return
Write
sentences about
e …..
Signora decided to
to Italy.
that
the stone in her ring is real.
b Lou met Robin … … … 1)
… at
a nightclub.
easystarts

• TEACHER’S NOTES include a book summary, chapter
summaries, background information and an
level 2
exploration of book themes, providing essential
knowledge prior to teaching
level 3
• PHOTOCOPIABLE ACTIVITY WORKSHEETS and PROGRESS
level 4
TESTS that check comprehension, measure progress and
level 5
reinforce the application of knowledge
• ANSWER KEYS
level 4

Chapters 5–6

Chapter 4

English Reader* include:

* Readers are
available as a Book,
Book & CD andeasystarts
as
an Active Reader.
level 2
Active Readerslevel 3
include additional
level 4
comprehension
exercises in the
book
level 5
as well as on the CD.

c Robin wanted Lou to find a place where the boxes
could go in and out … … … .
d The Italian classes were … … … … … for Lou.

Are these sentences true (T) or false (F)?
a Signora knows …
1) that Lou is using the school as a store. …..
2) that it was Lou who took the television to
the school. …..
3) that Suzi’s ring has a real stone. …..
Evening Class - Activity worksheets

1 of 2

c
c

Teacher Support Programme

Photocopiable

c

c
Chapter
7 with a blank
c

to complete so that they are the clues to this
Evening Class - Progress test
1 of 1
crossword
puzzle.
d
f

b
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13 Complete the sentences with one word. Then
write numbers 1–7 to put them in order.
a Fiona tells …………… something about
Dan.
c
b Fiona met Barry at the …………… .
c
c Nessa taught Fiona to …………… .
c
d Barry went to …………… for the
World Cup.
c
e Fiona has …………… at Barry’s house.
c
f Barry took Fiona to a ……………
match.
c
g Nessa tells …………… about Dan’s
woman.
c
Chapter 8
14 Who is speaking? What are they talking about?
a ‘I’ve got a decision to make now.’
b ‘And we were all so sad when you went
away.’
c ‘Will they be at the airport?’
d ‘It’s finished now.’
15 Order the letters in the words in italics and
complete the sentences. The write T if the
sentences are true and F if they are false.
a The Garaldis …………… bermeeredm
Laddy.
c
b Alfredo wants Signora to come back to
where she …………… olbegsn.
c
c When Fiona tells Aidan about Nell
and Dan, he is completely……………
dosckhe.
c
d Aidan reached for Signora’s hand, but
she …………… lulped away, because
he was a married man.
c
Evening Class - Activity worksheets

Visit
stark-verlag.de
and
pearson.ch
for more readers,
teacher’s notes and
certificates.
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Level Key
Starter

Level 1

Level 2

CEFR

Level 3

<A1

Level 4

A1

Level 5

A2

Level 6

A2+

Level 7

B1

B1+

Level 8

P.

Now I Know!*

78

Team Together* New

80

Big Fun

82

Big English Plus Assessment*

83

Big Science

83

Big English

84

My Little Island

84

Our Discovery Island

85

New Grammar Time

85
This is an approximation of the CEFR range per level for our products.
*You can find specific GSE level information for this product on the relevant product page.
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Primary
P R I M A RY

F E AT U R E | N O W I K N O W !
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Now I Know!
Children love asking questions
Now I Know! builds on children’s natural curiosity,
in an exciting learning environment centered on
answering questions about the world around them.
There’s a challenge in every unit, taking learners through a staged
process of inquiry, supported by varied real-world content from BBC video.
All the goals are clear: new language, new knowledge, and new skills,
with exciting real-world tasks that help children and their parents
to see and celebrate achievement.

Now I Know! is aligned to the Global Scale of English
10
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C1

C2

Level 6
Level 5
Level 4
Level 3
Level 2
Level 1

<A1

CEFR

A1

A2 A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

Learn more about the Global Scale of English at english.com/gse

Components and ISBNs
Component

Level 1
Learning to
Read

Level 1
I can read

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

Student Book

9781292286778

9781292219233

9781292219394

9781292219516

9781292219622

9781292219738

9781292219844

Student Book w/
online practice

9781292268729

9781292268736

9781292268743

9781292268750

9781292268767

9781292268774

9781292268781

Teacher's Book w/
online resources

9781292268712

9781292268798

9781292268804

9781292268811

9781292268828

9781292268835

9781292268842

Workbook w/ app

9781292219318

9781292219301

9781292219431

9781292219554

9781292219660

9781292219776

9781292219882

Grammar Book

–

9781292219172

9781292219349

9781292219462

9781292219585

9781292219691

9781292219806

Speaking and
Vocabulary Book

–

9781292219226

9781292219387

9781292219509

9781292219615

9781292219721

9781292219837

Audio CD

9781292219158

9781292219141

9781292219325

9781292219448

9781292219561

9781292219677

9781292219783

Picture Cards

–

9781292219196

9781292219363

9781292219486

–

–

–

Digital Checklist
Presentation
tool

Extra resources
for teachers

Gradebook

Online practice

Extra resources
for students

App
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N o ww ! 4
I Kno

Student Book
Fiona Beddall and Annette Flavel

We want students
to learn, think,
question, create….
When we started to develop Now I
Know!, we had some basic priorities.
We wanted to create material which students
would find engaging. We wanted to encourage
confident communication and we wanted to equip
the students with all the necessary language skills
to pass exams. We wanted the material to be
straightforward to use.

<A1
B1+

19
58

Jeanne Perrett, Annie
Altamirano, Tessa Lochowski,
Annette Flavel, Mary Roulston,
Mark Roulston, Fiona Beddall

Developed in association with
BBC Studios and BBC Learning English

REMOTE
TEACHING

CAPABILITIES

We also wanted to do more: we wanted students
to think deeply about the information, knowledge,
and language we were presenting. And we wanted
them to question things.

We want
students to
increase their
capacity, to
realize their
full potential.
Jeanne Perrett,
Now I Know! author

So that is what we did. We created interesting,
useful content. We included BBC educational
videos, documentaries, and cartoons. And then
we started asking the students questions. Why is
this important? Do you agree with this? What else
does this make you think of? What associations
and connections can you make? Why do you think
that? What else can you learn from this? How is it
useful? What can you do with these skills, with this
knowledge, with this language power? What new
ideas can you generate now?
So, we support the students every step of the way.
We supply them with everything they need to
successfully learn English. We make things clear.
We revise, repeat, and remind. But we are
demanding too! We want, more than anything, for
the students to increase their capacity, to realize
their full potential.
We want them to go on to surprise us. In other
words, our expectations are just like yours.
Jeanne Perrett

Choose if you want to:
Build learning skills through
an inquiry-based approach
Prepare students for life with
integrated 21st century skills
Set and measure clear goals
using GSE language objectives
Motivate learners with
authentic BBC videos

Click on the cover of the book or product that you are interested in and have a look at
a digital sample and more product information.
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Team Together

Empowering
creativity
and
developing
collaborative
skills.

Learning together, succeeding
together
Team Together’s collaborative approach encourages
pupils to work together to get results.
Language skills and future‑ready skills work together too: Culture and CLIL
lessons alongside great stories and fun characters empower children to
produce language with growing confidence.
Team Together sets out a clear path for progress and external examination
success.

Encourage children to
think critically and work
together to get results.
Aligned to the Global Scale of English
10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

C1

C2

Level 6
Level 5
Level 4
Level 3
Level 2
Level 1

<A1

CEFR

A1

A2 A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

Learn more about the Global Scale of English at english.com/gse

Components and ISBNs
Starter

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

Exam Practice

Pupil's Book with Digital Resources Starter

9781292310619

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Activity Book Starter

9781292292496

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Teacher's Book with Digital Resources Starter

9781292312248

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Starter Flashcards

9781292292830

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Pupil's Book with Digital Resources

–

9781292310640

9781292310657

9781292310664

9781292310671

9781292310633

9781292310626

–

Activity Book

–

9781292292458

9781292292526

9781292292533

9781292292557

9781292292618

9781292292625

–

Teacher's Book with Digital Resources

–

9781292312187

9781292312194

9781292312200

9781292312217

9781292312224

9781292312231

–

Story Cards

–

9781292292823

9781292292847

–

–

–

–

–

Word Cards

–

9781292292816

9781292292854

–

–

–

–

–

Flashcards

–

9781292292809

9781292292861

–

–

–

–

–

Posters

–

9781292292731

9781292292755

9781292292762

9781292292779

9781292292786

9781292292793

–

Classroom Posters

9781292292748

9781292292748

9781292292748

9781292292748

9781292292748

9781292292748

9781292292748

–

Vocabulary Booster for Pre A1 Starters

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

9781292292687

Vocabulary Booster for A1 Movers

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

9781292292694

Vocabulary Booster for A2 Flyers

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

9781292292700

Top Tips and Practice for PTE Young Learners
Firstwords and Springboard

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

9781292292717

Top Tips and Practice for PTE Young Learners
Quickmarch and Breakthrough

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

9781292292724

Digital Checklist
Presentation
tool

Resources for
teachers

Online practice

Gradebook

Resources for
students

App
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Team Together emerged in response to questions from teachers: how
can we get children talking in English? How can we help children to work
together effectively, or think critically? How can we ensure they learn what
they need for their exams? And most of all, how can we help them to love
learning English? Team Together answers these questions by appealing to
children’s curious natures and desire to communicate.
Children love puzzles and making connections – both key elements of
critical thinking – and Team Together is awash with puzzles, challenges
and connections to be made! Children identify mistakes in pictures, find
the odd ones out, and figure out the endings to each story. Through the
CLIL syllabus, children make connections between language and their
knowledge of the wider curriculum. At every stage, children are challenged
to think critically through activities that grab their attention.
Children love being creative and working together. From acting out stories
and working collaboratively on projects, to tongue twisters and crazy
classroom rules: Team Together empowers children to use their creativity
and develop their collaborative skills.
And of course, children love talking! With Team Together, children
encounter authentic contexts that feel relevant and interesting, and
scaffolded activities that build confidence in speaking. From giving
opinions and playing guessing games to ordering drinks in a café and
presenting their projects, children become confident communicators with
Team Together.
Michelle Mahony

Team Together empowers
children to use their
creativity and develop their
collaborative skills.
Michelle Mahony
Team Together author

<A1
B1

6

LEVELS

10
50

Susannah Reed,
Lesley Koustaff,
Michelle Mahony,
Viv Lambert,
Kirstie Grainger,
Anna Osborn,
Stephen Thompson,
Kay Bentley,
Tessa Lochowski

REMOTE
TEACHING

CAPABILITIES

Choose if you want to:
Develop 21st century skills in
Primary classes
Link to common science,
maths and culture topics,
integrating English and
content areas
Prepare for PTE Young
Learners, and for Cambridge
Young Learners, Key and
Preliminary exams
Assess your students using
English Benchmark

Click on the cover of the book or product that you are interested in and have a look at
a digital sample and more product information.
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Big Fun
More fun, more content, more skills
Pre-Primary

NEW
for 2019

Mario Herrera, Barbara Hojel

REMOTE
TEACHING

Big Fun has been refreshed with a new design and extra context, making the
course flexible to additional teaching hours in Pre-Primary.
New review sections and extra writing practice, alongside tasks relating to
broader skills such as reading and listening comprehension, math, motor skills,
and inference, provide a boost to early language learning and whole-child
development.
Refreshed digital presentation resources and a new Big Book, based on the
student’s book content, bring variety and focus to classroom activities.

• Keep young learners focused.
• Learning English alongside their native language.
• Develops a range of skills and knowledge relating to other curricular areas.
• Awareness and confidence lead to success.

CAPABILITIES

American English

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Student Book with CD-ROM

9781292265773

9781292265780

9781292265797

Teacher's Book and Audio CD

9781292255613

9781292255705

9781292255712

Workbook

9781292265735

9781292265742

9781292265759

Class Audio

9781292255620

9781292255767

9781292255774

ActiveTeach

9781292255637

9781292255781

9781292255804

DVD

9781292255880

9781292255897

9781292255903

Big Book

9781292255859

9781292255866

9781292255873

Picture Cards

9781292255644

9781292255811

9781292255828

Posters

9781292255651

9781292255835

9781292255842

Reading and Writing workbook

9781292255668

Click on the cover of the book or product that you are interested in and have a look at
a digital sample and more product information.
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Big English Plus
Assessment packs
Performance assessment a range of tests and practice
This comprehensive suite of materials corresponds to the student’s book content
by unit, with assessment criteria mapped to the Global Scale of English to facilitate
tracking and performance assessment.
Diagnostic Pre-Tests, Practice Tests, Unit Tests, Mastery Tests (every three units),
Final Exams, and materials for oral assessment cover all four skills.
<A1
B1

Content supports external examination preparation, with task types including
those found in Cambridge Young Learner examinations.

Mario Herrera,
Christopher Sol Cruz

American
English

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

Assessment
Book &
Audio pack

9781292233383

9781292233390

9781292233406

9781292233413

9781292233420

9781292233437

British
English

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

Test Book &
Audio pack

9781292233444

9781292233451

9781292233468

9781292233475

9781292233482

9781292233499

REMOTE
TEACHING

CAPABILITIES

Big Science
Explore, learn, and discover science in English

Big Science is a communicative, inquiry-based science course for the Primary
English Language Learner that uses the 5E teaching sequence, encouraging
learners to discover new ideas, test what they mean, and evaluate their
understanding of concepts.

A1
B1

American
English

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

9781292144351

9781292144429

9781292144481

9781292144542

9781292144603

9781292144665

9781292144368

9781292144436

9781292144498

9781292144559

9781292144610

9781292144672

Workbook

9781292144375

9781292144443

9781292144504

9781292144566

9781292144627

9781292144689

ActiveTeach

9781292144320

9781292144399

9781292144450

9781292144511

9781292144573

9781292144634

Class Audio
CD

9781292144337

9781292144405

9781292144467

9781292144528

9781292144580

9781292144641

Picture Cards

9781292144344

9781292144412

9781292144474

9781292144535

9781292144597

9781292144658

Student’s
Book
Teacher’s
Book

Posters

9781447951070

Click on the cover of the book or product that you are interested in and have a look at
a digital sample and more product information.
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Big English

A great package for great results
Big English first edition, provides a complete set of class resources designed for
effective, motivating learning experiences.

• Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) lessons challenge pupils to be

creative, and bring the world into the classroom with relevant, up-to-date content.

• Assessment for Learning helps teachers pinpoint learner needs, and supports

A1
B1

pupils themselves in becoming more involved in their own learning process.

• 21st century skills, embedded throughout the course, develop essential life skills such

Mario Herrera,
Christopher Sol Cruz

1st Edition

as Critical Thinking, Collaboration, Communication, Creativity, and Digital Literacy.

• Renowned author team Mario Herrera and Christopher Sol Cruz bring proven
expertise.

British English

Starter

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

Activity Book

9781447951049

9781447950523

9781447950585

9781447950707

9781447950790

9781447950882

9781447950967

Audio CD

9781447951063

9781447950547

9781447950608

9781447950721

9781447950813

9781447950899

9781447950974

Flashcards

9781447950530

–

–

–

–

–

–

Pupil’s Book w/ MyEnglishLab

9781447951100

9781447971719

9781447971726

9781447971733

9781447971740

9781447971757

9781447971764

Pupil’s Book

9781447951025

9781447951261

9781447951278

9781447951285

9781447951292

9781447951308

9781447951315

Pupil’s eText

9781447951094

9781447951124

9781447951131

9781447951148

9781447951155

9781447951162

9781447951179

Teacher’s eText w/ MyEnglishLab

–

9781447972549

9781447972563

9781447972587

9781447972600

9781447972624

9781447972648

Teacher’s Book

9781447951087

9781447950660

9781447950615

9781447950738

9781447950820

9781447950905

9781447950981

Teacher’s eText CD-Rom

9781447951032

9781447950516

9781447950578

9781447950691

9781447950783

9781447950875

9781447950950

Posters

9781447951070

Picture Cards

9780133046915

REMOTE
TEACHING

My Little Island

CAPABILITIES

Start with stories
Pre-Primary

My Little Island provides story-based learning and fun, familiar characters for
early learning classrooms. Throughout each level, special emphasis is given to
motor and thinking skills development, with Total Physical Response activities and
rich vocabulary input.

Leone Dyson

American English

Level 1

Level 3

British English

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

9780132795364

9780132795418

Student’s Book w/
CD-ROM

9781447913580

9781447913603

9781447913627

9780132795401

9780132795463

Teacher’s Book

9781408286616

9781408286708

9781408286791

9780132795494

9780132795395

9780132795456

Activity Book w/ Songs
& Chants Audio CD

9781447913573

9781447913597

9781447913610

Class Audio CDs

9780132795500

9780132795388

9780132795449

ActiveTeach

9781408286562

9781408286654

9781408286739

Picture Cards

9780132795517

9780132795371

9780132795432

Audio CD

9781408286579

9781408286661

9781408286746

Posters (for the course)

9780132795524

−

−

Flashcards

9781408286593

9781408286685

9781408286777

Student’s Book w/
CD-ROM

9780132314770

Workbook w/ Audio CD

9780132795470

Teacher’s Edition w/
ActiveTeach

Level 2

Click on the cover of the book or product that you are interested in and have a look at
a digital sample and more product information.
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Our Discovery Island

CAPABILITIES

21st century learning in a fantasy online world
Available in British and American English, Our Discovery Island engages children
with a blend of imaginative contexts and 21st century skills.

• Online adventures on themed islands develop the cognitive, emotional,
and social skills of the whole learner.

• Links to daily life through cross-curricular connections and authentic texts

A1
A2

make learning relevant.

• Guided communication, collaboration, engaging stories, and fun characters
motivate learners.

José Luis Morales,
David Nunan

British English

Starter

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Pupil’s Book
w/ Access Code

9781408238400

9781408238523

9781408238639

9781408238745

9781408238851

9781408238950

Teacher’s Book
w/ Access Code

9781408238424

9781408238547

9781408238653

9781408238769

9781408238868

9781408238967

Activity Book w/ CD-ROM

9781408251256

9781408251263

9781408251270

9781408251287

9781408251294

9781408251317

ActiveTeach

9781408238387

9781408238509

9781408238615

9781408238721

9781408238820

9781408238929

Audio CDs

9781408238356

9781408238479

9781408238585

9781408238691

9781408238806

9781408238905

DVD

9781408238363

9781408238486

9781408238592

9781408238707

9781408238813

9781408238912

Flashcards

9781408238370

9781408238493

9781408238608

9781408238714

–

–

Storycards

9781408238417

9781408238530

9781408238646

9781408238752

–

–

Posters

9781408238394

9781408238516

9781408238622

9781408238738

9781408238837

9781408238936

Puppet (Waldo)

9781447921356

New Grammar Time
Grammar-focused exam preparation
New Grammar Time provides the syllabus and activities children need to
prepare for Cambridge Young Learners English Tests, KET and PET.

• Cartoons and fun characters make learning motivating.
• CD ROM activities bring extra practice.
A1
B1
Sandy Jervis,
Maria Carling
American English

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Student’s Book w/ Multi-ROM

9781405866972

9781405866989

9781405866996

9781405867009

Level 5
9781405867016

Teacher’s Guide

9781405852678

9781405852708

9781405852739

9781405852760

9781405852791

Click on the cover of the book or product that you are interested in and have a look at
a digital sample and more product information.
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Level Key
Starter

Level 1

CEFR

Level 2

<A1

Level 3

A1

Level 4

A2

A2+

Level 5

B1

Level 6

B1+

B2

Level 7

B2+

Level 8

C1

P.

Focus 2nd Edition* New

88

High Note* New

90

GoGetter*

92

Wider World*

93

Gold Experience 2nd Edition

94

Choices

98

New Success

98

Focus*

99
This is an approximation of the CEFR range per level for our products.
*You can find specific GSE level information for this product on the relevant product page.
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Focus

Don’t practice
language for the
sake of it. Language
exists to make
meanings, and our
learning materials
should reflect this.

Second Edition

Feeling motivated is a great
way to succeed
In upper secondary levels, teachers and students are
planning for success in and outside the classroom, so
motivation is important.
Focus Second Edition goes a step further, bringing the world into the
classroom with high‑quality videos from the BBC, purposeful online
practice and new content that is right up to date in a package designed to
inspire great outcomes.
Building on the foundations of the best-selling series for upper secondary
students, Focus Second Edition offers proven methodology to support
achievement in the language and exam skills students need to succeed in
the 21st century.

Aligned to the Global Scale of English
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C1

C2

Level 5
Level 4
Level 3
Level 2
Level 1

<A1

CEFR

A1

A2 A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

Learn more about the Global Scale of English at english.com/gse

Components and ISBNs
Component

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Student’s Book

9781292301839

9781292301860

9781292301891

9781292301921

available in 2021

Student’s Book w/
Online Practice

9781292301846

9781292301877

9781292301907

9781292301938

available in 2021

Workbook

9781292233840

9781292233932

9781292234021

9781292234113

available in 2021

Teacher's Book

9781292301853

9781292301884

9781292301914

9781292301945

available in 2021

Class Audio CDs

9781292233772

9781292233864

9781292233956

9781292234045

available in 2021

Digital Checklist
Presentation
tool

Resources for
teachers

Online practice

Gradebook

Resources for
students

App

Sue Kay and Vaughan Jones
Focus Second Edition authors
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2
SECOND EDITION

STUDENT’S BOOK

PERFECT

PARTNER

RICH MULTIMEDIA

including inspiring video clips
from the BBC that make lessons
memorable and learning efﬁcient

EXTENSIVE EXAM
PREPARATION
that has been proven to help
students achieve outstanding
results on tests and exams

BBC videos

Focus Vlogs

Use of English

Digital

Experience the real world with
authentic BBC video clips.

training with extra
ivities and resources.

SECOND EDITION
In Focus Second Edition, we have taken the very best of Pearson’s top-selling title for
upper-secondary students and brought it right up to date. Thanks to feedback received
from Focus users from all over the world, the course now offers the following:

Develop ﬂuency and learn
accurate usage with Focus Vlogs.

ENHANCED LEARNING
EXPERIENCE
with unique in-and-out-of-class
paper and digital materials that
enable students to make steady
progress in a personalised way

Achieve better exam results with
new Use of English sections and
more exam-oriented tasks.

For Students
Student’s Book

•
•

Pearson English Practice App

•

Teacher’s Book with
Presentation Tool,
Teacher’s Resources
and extra digital activities,
and Assessment Package

•

Class CDs

Student’s Book
with Online Practice
Workbook

KAY / JONES / BRAYSHAW

MODIFY MASTER ONLY!!

english.com/focus
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STUDENT’S BOOK

SECOND EDITION

SUE KAY / VAUGHAN JONES / DANIEL BRAYSHAW

Level 5

BARTOSZ MICHAŁOWSKI / BEATA TRAPNELL / DEAN RUSSELL / MARTA INGLOT

Level 4
Level 3

§

Level 2

CEFR

<A1

A1

A2

+

B1

+

B2

+

C1

C2

Learn more about the Global Scale of English at english.com/gse

GSE: 38-48 CEFR: A2+/B1

16/07/2019 10:08

5

LEVELS

A2
C1

32
78

Sue Kay,
Vaughan Jones,
Daniel Brayshaw

We’d like to take this opportunity to summarize our thinking on this
and explain what lies at the heart of Focus Second Edition. We can do
this by grouping our thoughts under three words beginning with ‘M’:
Motivation, Memory and Meaning.
Motivation is our starting point: students learn best when they are
interested in the material. You need to organize the learning around
things your students can relate to – things that are part of their life
experience or things that they aspire to.
‘Learning is remembering’, or so the adage goes. Systematic recycling
of new language is a core feature of Focus Second Edition, giving
students plenty of opportunities to devote valuable time to new
vocabulary, as well as learning a variety of ways of recording it.
Making learning meaningful to students is the approach to learning
that we passionately believe in. Don’t practice language for the sake
of it. Language exists to make meanings, and our learning materials
should reflect this.

SECOND EDITION

You have to understand and assess the broad educational and
methodological principles that underpin our materials and decide:
are the ideas and the approach credible? Do they reflect your
own views of how languages are learned?

Developed in association with BBC
Studios and BBC Learning English

REMOTE
TEACHING

CAPABILITIES

Choose if you want to:
Motivate your upper
secondary students with
authentic high quality video
resources

2

While we are sure that a reliable and flexible
course will help you, it’s this third characteristic
that really counts. You have to believe.

STUDENT’S BOOK

You have to believe!

Develop your students’
vocabulary and overall
language fluency

These are some of the more important ideas that we hold dear.
Over the years, they have influenced our teaching and our writing.
Credibility = belief. We want you to believe in Focus Second Edition.

Enjoy teaching an easy-tofollow course with varied print
and online resources

Sue Kay and Vaughan Jones

Provide focused exam skills
training

Click on the cover of the book or product that you are interested in and have a look at
a digital sample and more product information.

logs

Level 1

FOCUS2E_GLB_L2_SBK_CVR.indd 1

uency and learn
sage with Focus Vlogs.

PEARSON ENGLISH
READER (LEVEL 2 )
Doctor Who:
The Robot of Sherwood
Book
ISBN 978-1-292-20565-6

•
•

Get more training with extra
digital activities and resources.

For Teachers
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High Note
It’s good to be ambitious
When upper secondary students are aiming for
ambitious goals, they need a course that equips
them with language and exam skills alongside the life
and career competencies that are indispensable to
succeed in their future lives.
High Note is an intensive five‑level course with a Life Skills Development
Programme at its core, bridging the gap between school life and young
adulthood. Cultural and social content supports students learning to
discuss ideas, whilst teachers can enjoy the flexibility of adapting a wide
range of resources to match everyone’s styles and goals.

Aligned to the Global Scale of English
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Level 5
Level 4
Level 3
Level 2
Level 1

<A1

CEFR
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A2 A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

Learn more about the Global Scale of English at english.com/gse

Components and ISBNs
Component

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Student’s Book

9781292300900

9781292300894

9781292300863

9781292300931

9781292300979

Student’s Book w/
Online Practice

9781292300917

9781292300962

9781292300870

9781292300948

9781292300986

Workbook

9781292209340

9781292209494

9781292209647

9781292209791

9781292209944

Teacher's Book

9781292300924

9781292300856

9781292300887

9781292300955

9781292300993

Class Audio CDs

9781292209227

9781292209371

9781292209524

9781292209678

9781292209821

Digital Checklist
Presentation
tool

Resources for
teachers

Online practice

Gradebook

Resources for
students

App

Communication – the
human connection – is
key to personal and
career success.
Paul J. Meyer
Personal Development Coach
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future

w and the
Skills for no

• Student’s Book

Student's Book

For Students

2

High Note is an intensive five-level course
for upper-secondary students that bridges
the gap between school life and young
adulthood. Designed to inspire modern
teenagers to reach their ambitious goals,
the course equips them with language
skills alongside the life and career
competencies that are indispensable to
succeed in exams, in the workplace and in
their future lives.

• Student’s Book
with Online Practice
• Pearson English
Practice App
• Workbook

Life Skills

Video

Advance your academic and career
perspectives with the Life Skills
development programme.

Develop fluency, accuracy and critical
thinking skills with authentic Grammar,
Documentary and Communication videos.

For Teachers
• Teacher’s Book with
Presentation Tool,
Teacher’s Resources,
Online Practice
with extra
digital activities, and
Assessment Package
• Class CDs

Digital

Deepen your understanding of British
culture through Culture Spots and
Literature Spots.

Get more training with extra digital
activities and resources.

MODIFY MASTER ONLY!!

english.com/highnote
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B2+

C1
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Level 5
Level 4
Level 3

Bob Hastings | Stuart McKinlay

Culture and Literature

2

Student's Book
Bob Hastings | Stuart McKinlay
Rod Fricker | Dean Russell | Beata Trapnell

§

Level 2
Level 1

CEFR

<A1

A1 A2 A2+ B1

B1+

B2

Learn more about the Global Scale of English at english.com/gse

GSE:37-52 CEFR:A2+/B1

HighNote_GLB_L2_SBK_CVR.indd 1

22/08/2019 16:58

5

LEVELS

How can we best
prepare students for
the world of work?
Education is not just about preparing students
to succeed in specific subjects, but also about
preparing them to contribute to society.
A key part of this is what is often called ‘career skills’, or those skills
which will make our students valued employees and colleagues.

A2
C1

30
85

Daniel Brayshaw,
Lynda Edwards,
Bob Hastings,
Caroline Krantz,
Stuart McKinlay,
Catrin Elen Morris,
Rachael Roberts

REMOTE
TEACHING

CAPABILITIES

In these fast-changing times we cannot be sure exactly what kind
of jobs and workplaces our students will find themselves in, but we
can equip them with the kinds of skills and attributes that will enable
them to succeed throughout their working lives.
In a situation where two equally well-qualified candidates are being
considered for a job or role, it will be the candidate with the most
developed workplace skills who is most likely to succeed.

Choose if you want to:

Some of the most important career skills we can teach are:
• communication skills

Develop your students’ life
skills and career perspectives

• planning, organizing and prioritizing work
• leadership and the ability to work well as part of a team
• decision making and problem solving
• managing difficult or tricky conversations
As English teachers, we need to consider how the teaching of these
skills can be integrated into our regular classroom routines, meaning
that we are preparing our students in the fullest possible way for the
challenges which lie ahead.
Rachael Roberts

Boost learners’ overall fluency
in English
Develop their skills to discuss
ideas and participate in the
global community
Enjoy flexibility of adapting a
course content and resources
for your teaching style and
students’ aspirational goals

Click on the cover of the book or product that you are interested in and have a look at
a digital sample and more product information.
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GoGetter
When teenagers need motivation,
teachers need a hand
GoGetter provides multimedia resources, quirky
grammar animations, and authentic BBC videos that
are fun as well as educational.
<A1
B1

17
46

Catherine Bright, Jayne Croxford,
Graham Fruen, Sandy Zervas

The course is designed to motivate young teenage learners to use their
time well, achieving measurable progress and exam success.
And whilst learners enjoy great content with the right level of challenge,
teachers will find plenty of support. GoGetter offers structured lessons and
a scaffolded approach to grammar, tried and tested methodology, and a
fantastic collection of resources that includes a front-of-class presentation
tool or extra practice in MyEnglishLab.

Developed in association with BBC
Studios and BBC Learning English

GoGetter is aligned to the Global Scale of English

REMOTE
TEACHING

CAPABILITIES
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Learn more about the Global Scale of English at english.com/gse

Choose if you want to:
Motivate students with
rich multimedia content,
including BBC videos
Integrate exam practice
into your course
Introduce grammar using
a step-by-step approach
Prepare students for life with
integrated 21st century skills

Components and ISBNs
British English

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Students’ Book

9781292179186

9781292179353

9781292179513

9781292179674

Students’ Book w/ MyEnglishLab

9781292209982

9781292210018

9781292210049

9781292210070

Students’ eBook
Online Access Code

9781292179193

9781292179360

9781292179520

9781292179681

Students’ MyEnglishLab &
eBook Access Code

9781292179148

9781292179315

9781292179483

9781292179643

Workbook w/ Extra Online
Practice PIN Code Pack

9781292210001

9781292210032

9781292210063

9781292210094

Teacher's Book w/ DVD-Rom

9781292209999

9781292210025

9781292210056

9781292210087

Teacher’s MyEnglishLab & Extra
Online Practice Access Code

9781292179247

9781292179414

9781292179575

9781292179735

Class Audio CDs

9781292179131

9781292179308

9781292179476

9781292179636

Test Book

9781292179254

9781292179421

9781292179582

9781292179742

ActiveTeach

9781292179223

9781292179391

9781292179551

9781292179711

Digital Checklist
Presentation
tool

Extra resources
for teachers

Gradebook

Online practice

Click on the cover of the book or product that you are interested in and have a look at
a digital sample and more product information.

Extra resources
for students
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Wider World
Teenagers are just one step away
from their future
Wider World expands the horizons of teenage
language learners, bringing them insights into how
English is used in the world—and how they can use it
themselves—in authentic contexts relevant to their
experience and their future goals.
Skills for the 21st century learner are at the core of Wider World, with its
unique combination of authentic BBC videos, best-in-class digital resources,
and reliable language tasks to prepare teenage students for exam success
and life beyond.

<A1
B1+

10
55

Bob Hastings, Stuart McKinley

Developed in association with BBC
Studios and BBC Learning English

Wider World is aligned to the Global Scale of English
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Level 4

CAPABILITIES
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C1

C2

Learn more about the Global Scale of English at english.com/gse

Components and ISBNs
British English

Starter level

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Students’ Book

9781292107455

9781292106465

9781292106700

9781292106946

9781292107189

Workbook w/ Extra Online
Homework

9781292178837

9781292178684

9781292178721

9781292178769

9781292178806

Students’ Book w/ MyEnglish‑
Lab & Extra Online Homework

9781292178813

9781292178851

9781292178691

9781292178738

9781292178776

Students’ eBook access card

9781292107332

9781292106335

9781292106588

9781292106823

9781292107066

Students’ eBook w/ MyEng‑
lishLab Students’ access card
& Extra Online Homework

9781292107394

9781292106403

9781292106649

9781292106885

9781292107127

Teacher's Book w/ DVD-ROM

9781292178820

9781292178868

9781292178707

9781292178745

9781292178783

Teacher's Resource Book

9781292107431

9781292106441

9781292106687

9781292106922

9781292107165

Class Audio CDs

9781292107295

9781292106298

9781292106540

9781292106786

9781292107028

ActiveTeach

9781292107349

9781292106359

9781292106595

9781292106830

9781292107073

Exam Practice Booklets

ISBN

Exam Practice: Pearson Tests of English General Level Foundation (A1)

9781292148830

Exam Practice: Pearson Tests of English General Level 1 (A2)

9781292148847

Exam Practice: Pearson Tests of English General Level 2 (B1)

9781292148854

Exam Practice: Cambridge English Key for Schools

9781292107264

Exam Practice: Cambridge English Preliminary for Schools

9781292107271

Digital Checklist
Presentation
tool

Extra resources
for teachers

Gradebook

Online practice

Extra resources
for students

Choose if you want to:
Provide authentic exposure
to language through relevant,
intriguing, real-life content
Offer multiple interaction
opportunities through
activities and projects
Guarantee reliable learning
with thorough exam
preparation, organized
around Assessment for
Learning principles
Equip learners to participate
in the global community of
the 21st century

Click on the cover of the book or product that you are interested in and have a look at
a digital sample and more product information.
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Gold Experience

REMOTE
TEACHING

CAPABILITIES

2nd Edition

Preparing for exams
prepares students for life
Gold Experience offers an engaging experience
in teaching Cambridge exams to teens.
The second edition continues to provide the perfect balance
between preparing for exams and building language and skills for
the real world, now with an up-to-date content and a fresh design.
A wealth of video resources immerses students in authentic
language with a range of accents, allowing them to meet real people
and explore the issues that interest them.
New digital tools support teaching and lesson planning, as well as
motivating students in the classroom and on the go with the Pearson
Mobile App.
Eight levels create a realistic, satisfying pace of learning, taking teen
students from A1 right up to C1 Advanced.

Components and ISBNs
British English

A1

A2

A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

C1

Student’s Book

9781292194141

9781292194271

9781292194400

9781292194530

9781292194660

9781292194790

9781292194929

9781292195056

Student's Book
w/ Online Practice

9781292237237

9781292237244

9781292237251

9781292237305

9781292237268

9781292237275

9781292237282

9781292237299

Student’s eBook
online access code

9781292243160

9781292243177

9781292243184

9781292243191

9781292243207

9781292243146

9780433020486

9781292243153

Student’s eBook w/ Online
Practice access code

9781292194172

9781292194301

9781292194431

9781292194561

9781292194691

9781292194820

9781292194950

9781292195087

Student’s Online Practice
access code

9781292194189

9781292194318

9781292194448

9781292194578

9781292194707

9781292194837

9781292194967

9781292195094

Workbook

9781292194257

9781292194387

9781292194516

9781292194646

9781292194776

9781292194905

9781292195032

9781292195162

Teacher's Book w/ Online
Practice, Teacher's Resources
& Presentation Tool

9781292239743

9781292239750

9781292239774

9781292239798

9781292239811

9781292239828

9781292239835

9781292239842

Teacher's Online Practice,
Teacher's Resources &
Presentation Tool access code

9781292194240

9781292194370

9781292194509

9781292194639

9781292194769

9781292194899

9781292195025

9781292195155

Teacher's Resource Book

9781292194226

9781292194356

9781292194486

9781292194615

9781292194745

9781292194875

9781292195001

9781292195131

Class Audio CDs

9781292194134

9781292194264

9781292194394

9781292194523

9781292194653

9781292194783

9781292194912

9781292195049

Digital Checklist
Presentation
tool

Gradebook

Online practice

App
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Independent learners
are more engaged
Students who are actively involved in deciding what
and how they learn are typically more engaged and
motivated. As independent learners they display an
increase in confidence, a higher level of awareness
of their own abilities, and they also tend to improve
their academic performance.
Developing independent learning is especially relevant when preparing
students for exams, as they require a lot of work and motivation.
Yet contrary to what you might think, independent learners also
need support and direction from their teachers.
Gold Experience has a number of resources that can help you develop
independent teens. Each unit has a dedicated section to help students
become more independent learners: to self-reflect and give better
feedback to peers, to understand themselves better as learners,
their strengths and weaknesses, so they can set themselves realistic,
useful, personalized goals.
Other tools Gold Experience provides include clear learning goals
and models for success, getting students to analyze why answers are
right, project work that involve decisions about the learning process,
scaffolded tasks to develop the skills they need to improve their
writing, and making available a number of resources for self-study.

8

LEVELS

A1
C1

Kathryn Alevizos,
Carolyn Barraclough,
Fiona Beddall,
Elaine Boyd,
Sheila Dignen,
Lynda Edwards,
Zanne Gaynor,
Amanda Maris
Megan Roderick
Clare Walsh
Lindsay Warwick

2nd Edition

Read more articles like this on our blog,
www.english.com/blog

Choose if you want to:
Engage and challenge
with media-rich materials
Prepare students for the real
world with 21st century skills
New B2+ and C1 books
take teen students to
advanced level
Give more practice
opportunities with
a mobile app
Prepare students for the
2020 A2 Key for Schools and
B1 Preliminary for Schools
exam specifications

Click on the cover of the book or product that you are interested in and have a look at
a digital sample and more product information.
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Choices
Teenagers love making choices on their own
Teenage students often need freedom to make decisions about how and what they
want to learn. Choices gives teachers the flexibility to choose between different
tasks within the core English learning skills and adjust the course to their students’
individual needs. It fits perfectly to the expectations of older teenagers as they can
take control over their knowledge and skills development.
A1
B2+

• Provides tasks that encourage students to take control over their knowledge
and skills development.

• Engages teenagers with favorite topics, such as video games and parties
or authentic BBC and Channel 4 clips, like the talented Jamie Oliver.

Michael Harris,
Anna Sikorzyńska

REMOTE
TEACHING

CAPABILITIES

• A digital toolkit helps teachers and learners stay ahead of the game.

British English

Elementary

Preintermediate

Intermediate

Upper
Intermediate

Student’s Book

9781408242025

9781408242049

9781408242032

9781408242056

Student’s Book w/ MyEnglishLab

9781447928812

9781447905660

9781447905653

9781447928829

Teacher’s Book w/ Multi-ROM

9781447901648

9781408289792

9781408293172

9781447901662

Workbook w/ Audio CD

9781447901655

9781408296196

9781408296158

9781447901679

ActiveTeach

9781408242292

9781408242315

9781408242308

9781408242322

Class Audio CDs

9781408242445

9781408242469

9781408242452

9781408242476

eText for Students

9781447954583

9781447954606

9781447954590

9781447954613

eText & MyEnglishLab Access Card

9781447981503

9781447981527

9781447981541

9781447981565

New Success
Learners need to be motivated to be successful
New Success is a popular course with rigorous academic materials
and strong exam-focused content.

A1
B2+

• Keeps students engaged through fun and personalized learning activities.
• Helps students develop vocabulary and grammar and then use them naturally.
• Builds up learner autonomy through self-assessment, self-correction,
and self-training exercises.

Bob Hastings,
Stuart McKinlay,
Jane Comyns-Carr,
Jennifer Parson

2nd Edition
British English

Elementary

Preintermediate

Intermediate

Upper
Intermediate

Student’s Book w/ ActiveBook

9781408271506

9781408271513

9781408297100

9781408297155

Teacher’s Book w/ DVD-ROM

9781408297087

9781408297131

9781408297117

9781408297162

Workbook w/ Audio CD

9781408297094

9781408297148

9781408297124

9781408297179

ActiveTeach

9781408249017

9781408249260

9781408249147

9781408249383

Class CDs

9781408249024

9781408249277

9781408249154

9781408249406

Click on the cover of the book or product that you are interested in and have a look at
a digital sample and more product information.
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Focus

There’s a lot going on in students’ lives
With so many different requirements, expectations, and goals, students in upper
secondary need help to focus on what’s important.
Focus has been designed to help students progress with their English and succeed
both in exams and in life. Rich, varied content motivates older teenagers, whilst a clear
structure keeps them on task, with an integrated exam preparation path.
The Focus methodology is built around the 3Ms - Motivation, Memory, and Meaning. It is
a great recipe for effective learning and effective teaching, created by a top-of-the-class
author team – Sue Kay and Vaughan Jones.

5

LEVELS

A2
C1

32
78

Aligned to the Global Scale of English
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LEVELS

Level 5
Level 4

32

Level 3

70

Level 2
Level 1
CEFR

<A1

A1

A2 A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

C1

Sue Kay,
Vaughan Jones

C2

Learn more about the Global Scale of English at english.com/gse

1st Edition

British English

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Student’s Book

9781447997672

9781447997887

9781447998099

9781447998310

9781447998532

Student’s Book & MyEnglishLab Pack

9781292110035

9781292110059

9781292110073

9781292110097

9781292110110

Student’s MyEnglishLab Access Card

9781447997641

9781447997856

9781447998068

9781447998273

9781447998501

Teacher’s Book & Multi-ROM

9781292110042

9781292110066

9781292110080

9781292110103

9781292110127

Workbook

9781447997757

9781447997962

9781447998174

9781447998396

9781447998617

ActiveTeach*

9781447997719

9781447997924

9781447998136

9781447998358

9781447998570

Class Audio CDs

9781447997559

9781447997764

9781447997979

9781447998181

9781447998402

American English

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Student’s Book

9781292123967

9781292124117

9781292124261

9781292124414

Student’s Book & MyEnglishLab

9781292129891

9781292129914

9781292129976

9781292129945

Teacher’s ActiveTeach*

9781292123981

9781292124131

9781292124285

9781292124438

Teacher’s Book & Multi-ROM

9781292129907

9781292129921

9781292129938

9781292129952

Workbook

9781292124049

9781292124193

9781292124346

9781292124490

Class CDs

9781292123905

9781292124056

9781292124209

9781292124353

Key for Schools

Preliminary

First

9781292121123

9781292121147

9781292121161

Focus Exam Practice Booklets
Cambridge English

Pearson Tests of English General
Teacher’s Answer key

A2
B2+

Level 1 (A2)

Level 2 (B1)

Level 3 (B2)

Level 4 (C1)

9781292148878

9781292148885

9781292148892

9781292148908

Contact your local Sales Representative

*At the time of publication, these components are compatible with Windows and up to and including Mac OS 10.14.

Focus – ELTons Finalist 2017
Focus is a finalist in the Excellence in Course Innovation category of the prestigious British Council ELTons
Awards. The course has been recognised for the Word Store component, which is a print innovation
that embeds vocabulary practice into each lesson. It serves as a reference point and enables learners to create
a personal vocabulary record as they work through each unit of the book.

Click on the cover of the book or product that you are interested in and have a look at
a digital sample and more product information.
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Let’s learn together

with the brightest and the best

However good the syllabus, it’s the teachers who make the difference. Teachers
motivate their students, give them feedback on their progress and support their
learning at every stage. But who supports the teachers? We believe there’s no better
way than drawing on the expertise and experience of language teaching professionals
from around the world. Pearson professional development materials provide a rich
source of ideas, discussion and inspiration, in multiple formats.
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Professional
Development
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Teacher Education &
Leadership Academy
Professional
Development for
Global Educators
The Teacher Education &
Leadership Academy is a Pearson
training programme, which offers
digital, face-to-face, or blended
professional development services
to increase teacher effectiveness
and ultimately student success.
Our focus is to equip teachers and
school leaders with high quality,
research-based learning programs
and resources for the 21st century
classroom.
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Deep Dive
In-depth online study and training for today’s teacher
Balancing the latest research with a practical approach, Deep Dive online courses
give teachers an in-depth look at the most important, exciting, and cutting-edge
developments and issues facing the modern classroom.
From engaging deeply with pedagogical concepts, theories and teaching strategies, you
will develop a personal teaching portfolio, and test and apply your knowledge through a
final assessment and task.
• Develop a thorough working
knowledge of th e latest developments
in educational research, theories
and approaches to teaching, learning
strategies, and professional best practice.
• Consolidate and apply everything
you have learned during the course, in a
final practical Connect it to the Classroom
task.
• Test your understanding through an
automatically-scored final assessment.

• Apply your new knowledge and skills
straight away in the classroom, with
support from ready-to-use tools and
templates.
• Build a portfolio of assignments that
showcases your understanding of, and
engagement with, the topics and issues
explored.
• Acknowledge your achievement with
Pearson certificates (self-study courses)
or digital badges (virtual instructor
assisted courses).
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Deep Dive is suitable for all K-12 teachers and can be used for self-study, with a virtual
instructor, or as an enhanced course with face-to-face sessions.
Participants can select from a range of courses, each exploring a specific topic. Each
course contains 4–6 modules, taking 10-14 hours to complete in total. Participants
typically study in 30–60 minute sessions

Deep Dive courses
Digital Citizenship

Assessment for Learning

Engaging with the skills and tools
needed to work on digital platforms
worldwide as effective and responsible
digital citizens.

Strategies for using a variety of
assessment tools in the classroom.
Providing effective feedback based
on assessments.

6 Modules (12 hours of study)
Note: this course is only available for
self-study.

Teaching with Technology
Strategies and approaches for
integrating technology into the
classroom in a meaningful way.

6 Modules (14 hours of study)

4 Modules (10 hours of study)
21st Century Skills
Developing students’ 21st century
skills, including: critical thinking,
communication, collaboration, creativity,
and cross-cultural competence.

5 Modules (12 hours of study)
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Choose if you want to:
Learn from the experts, with
content and video by leading
ELT experts including David
Nunan, Jeremy Harmer, Jack
Richards and Douglas Brown.
Gain a certificate of completion
from leading ELT institute,
Hunter College
Choose from a variety of
delivery options: online selfstudy, online facilitated and
blended learning
Customize content according
to your institution or individual
teacher’ needs

Click on the cover of the book or product that you are interested in and have a look at
a digital sample and more product information.
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The Practice of English
Language Teaching
The essential guide for teachers of English
The Practice of English Language Teaching explains current pedagogy to
teachers who want to access the most relevant ELT practices and incorporate
them into their lessons.
The fifth edition has been revised to reflect the latest developments in
language teaching.
Twenty chapters provide a storehouse of information and ideas, while the DVD
shows whole lesson progression and management, including interviews with
teachers about how they structured their class and why.

Jeremy Harmer

5th Edition

The material addresses new topics such as the rise of CLIL, flipped classrooms,
learner efficacy as well as the development of soft skills like critical thinking,
intercultural competence, presentation skills, digital literacies, and other
21st century skills.

Component

ISBN

Book w / DVD pack

9781447980254

English language classrooms have changed greatly since
the first edition of this book was published, more than
thirty years ago.
Advances in the technology available to teachers and students, both inside and outside the
classroom, have brought about some of the most noticeable of these changes.
However, the fundamental questions of how best to teach and learn a language remain the
same. This book is informed by past theory and practice and by books and articles written by
teachers and researchers in recent years. It examines current issues, such as the lingua franca
core, teaching ‘unplugged’, and the rise of digital testing and marking, amongst many others,
and provides a snapshot of the state of English language teaching today.
By sharing the knowledge of how good teachers think and work, we can ensure that we help
our students to communicate as effectively as they can.
Jeremy Harmer

Click on the cover of the book or product that you are interested in and have a look at
a digital sample and more product information.
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Language Assessment
Designing assessment
A complete reference covering designing and assessing the four skills, grammar,
and vocabulary, plus a chapter on beyond testing make this a great read for any
teacher.

H. Douglas Brown,
Priyanvada
Abeywickrama

Component

Level 1

Book

9780138149314

Teaching by Principles
An interactive approach to classroom pedagogy
Used in teacher education programs around the world, this textbook includes
chapters on course design, pedagogy, and today’s hot topics.

H. Douglas Brown,
Heekyeong Lee

Component

Level 1

Book

9780133925852

4th Edition

Click on the cover of the book or product that you are interested in and have a look at
a digital sample and more product information.
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Essential Teacher Knowledge
Ideal preparation for the Teaching Knowledge Test
Essential theory, practical teaching advice, and classroom ideas are all presented
across two-page units, in full color. Written in accessible English, Essential Teacher
Knowledge is ideal preparation for Teaching Knowledge Test (TKT) and other entrylevel teacher qualifications or as a handbook for any EFL teacher.
Also included in the book are:

Jeremy Harmer

• A DVD showing key teaching techniques and teachers from around the world

sharing
opinions and ideas about key issues for the global English teaching community.

• PIN-coded access to extra online material.

Component

Level 1

Book

9781408268049

How to... Series
Key skills for teaching English
This award-winning series of ten books is designed to provide both theory and
practical ideas on the key skills related to teaching English.
Every book has task files at the back to help you make the most of the materials
you have read, listened to, and watched.
Series editor: Jeremy Harmer

Component

Level 1

How to Teach Business English

9780582779969

How to Teach English

9781405853095

How to Teach English with Technology

9781405853088

How to Teach for Exams

9780582429673

How to Teach Grammar

9780582339323

How to Teach Listening

9781405853101

How to Teach Pronunciation

9780582429758

How to Teach Speaking

9780582853591

How to Teach Vocabulary

9780582429666

How to Teach Writing

9780582779983

Click on the cover of the book or product that you are interested in and have a look at
a digital sample and more product information.
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Longman
Dictionaries
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General & Thesaurus

Best Seller

Longman Dictionary of
Contemporary English

Entries
230,000

The sixth edition of this best-selling dictionary ensures students produce
more accurate English both in writing and speaking. Now with expanded
grammar information, students get extra help with grammar patterns and
using the correct tenses.
The integrated Collocations Dictionary shows learners which words to
use together, while the integrated Thesaurus helps them to expand their
vocabulary. Register Notes focus on the differences between spoken and
written English.
The dedicated website offers the entire content of the dictionary plus
additional innovative functionality to facilitate customizable teaching and
learning, and a wealth of customizable practice so that users focus on the
words that they want to learn.
Also available for iPhone, iPad, and Android.

Print

Online

App

ISBN

Paperback

9781447954200

Cased & online access

9781447954095

Single user 1 year online access

9781447954156

Single user 4 years online access

9781447954163

Longman Active
Study Dictionary

R SE BO
FROM

31,90

OK

Component

CO U

Int
Adv

EURO

Entries
100,000

A practical learners’ dictionary – small enough to carry around, big enough to
include all the words students need to know.
A must-have for all learners of English at intermediate level looking to increase
their vocabulary (with the integrated thesaurus) and improve fluency (through
knowledge of collocations).
Build vocabulary further with the innovative Longman Vocabulary Trainer
on the CD-ROM.
Also available for iPhone and iPad. Print dictionary also includes online access.
Component

ISBN

Paperback w/ CD-ROM

9781408232361

Click on the cover of the book or product that you are interested in and have a look at
a digital sample and more product information.

Print
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Limitless opportunities
in Higher Education
Inspire students to achieve more, help them build knowledge
and unlock potential with our trusted content and digital resources.

Jane E. Aaron, H. Ramsey Fowler
The Little, Brown Handbook,
Global Edition, 13th Edition ISBN
978-1-2920-9947-7

Shane Templeton et al.
Words Their Way
Word Sorts for Derivational Relations
Spellers, Global Edition, 3rd Edition
ISBN 978-1-2923-0399-4

Courtland L. Bovee, John V. Thill
Business Communication Today
Global Edition, 14th Edition
ISBN 978-1-2922-1534-1

Explore our resources
for Higher Ed learners:
pearson-studium.de
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VERLAGSNUMMER

VERLAGSNUMMER

VERLAGSNUMMER

VERLAGSNUMMER

VERLAGSNUMMER

82452V

82451D

YE002D

90462D

90461V

ISBN

ISBN

ISBN

ISBN

ISBN

978-3-8490-1592-3

978-3-8490-0913-7

978-3-8490-3949-3

978-3-8490-3813-7

978-3-8490-2543-4

STARK – Brücke
zwischen Schule
und Universität

VERLAGSNUMMER

VERLAGSNUMMER

VERLAGSNUMMER

94461

94463

YE001

ISBN

ISBN

ISBN

978-3-8490-2597-7

978-3-8490-2599-1

978-3-8490-3948-6

POWER für Universität und
Sprachenschulen/VHS
vielseitig, flexibel einsetzbar

VERLAGSNUMMER
10PBOX
ISBN
978-3-8490-2132-0
VERLAGSNUMMER

VERLAGSNUMMER

KE0002

KE0001

ISBN

ISBN

978-3-8490-0937-3

978-3-8490-0936-6

www.stark-verlag.de

Pearson is committed to creating
a positive social impact.
We help learners at every stage of the journey discover
a love of learning that will provide opportunities throughout their lives.
Helping improve access to better learning is an important part of this.
With our global reach, we’re big enough to make change happen on a global scale,
and we’re dedicated to doing the right thing and inspiring others to do the same.

